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P ersistent in th e R ight; F earless in Opposing W rong.
V O L U M E 15.

JOE BURDETTE.
If yon had told any or all the boys
on the Chicago and Overland railroad
that Engineer Burdette was sentimen
tal or soft, not one of them would have
believed you—that is to say, they
would have believed nothing of the
kind until quite recently, when some
thing occurred about which, gentle
reader, you are supposed to know
nothing until duly enlightened by this
narrative.
Joe has run a locomotive over the
C. & O. ever since the road was built,
twenty years ago. He now pulls the
fastest and most important mail and
passenger trains, and bis name beads
the list on the engineers’ pay roll. He
has always been known and recognized
as a skillful mechanic, a faithful, steady
and reliable man, with nerves of steel
and eyes like an eagle’s ; he has, from
the first, attended diligently to his
duties, seldom lost time on bis run—
and has always been respectful to his
superiors, courteous to bis equals and
kind to his subordinates.
And yet during all those twenty
years, the C. & O. “ boys” felt that Joe
Burdette had never been one of them
selves, and were constrained to confess
that they knew very little about him.
But there was a little romance con
nected with Eugineer Burdette, and a
good deal of sentiment bad woven it
self into his life’s history.
Before Joe went to the C. & 0., he
was a promised young knight of the
throttle in the service of a railroad
company whose line ran eastward from
Chicago. He was a very young man—
not yet twenty-four—and with all the
depth and intensity of a quiet, earnest
nature he loved (even more than be
loved his profession) a fair, sweet girl.
And when pretty Anna Redman show
ed a preference for, and finally married
the handsome but “ ne’er-do-well” Dick
Pender, Joe Burdette loved her not
one whit less. He was bitterly and
sorely disappointed himself, and he
was, in a manly way, genuinely and
honestly sorry for the girl ; for be
could not but think that Dick Pender
would deteriorate instead of improve.
But Joe said never a word to Anna or
to Pender or to any one else ; only he
resolved not to lose sight of the one.
woman who might have made him su
premely happy.
Too soon Joe Burdette’s expecta
tions in regard to Dick Pender proved
true. A little child, a girl', was born
to Anna ; but instead of awakening
feelings of fatherly and husbandly
pride in Pender, the advent of the lit
tle one seemed to start the thoughtless
and unprincipled young man on a bead
long career to “ the dogs.” It almost
broke Joe Burdette’s heart (for he bad
a large, tender heart under his greasy
blue blouse) as he perceived that things
were going from bad to worse with the
Penders ; and the consciousness that
he could not proffer any practical as
sistance to poor Anna only made it ail
the harder for him to bear. At last
the worst came. The once beautiful
and light-hearted girl died, and (more’s
the pity) died of starvation and neg
lect.
Burdette did not learn the fate of bis
old love until she had been several
days in her grave, and when he set
about to discover the shameless father
and bis luckless babe, both had disap
peared—no one knew whither. Joe
looked up a shrewd private detective,
to whom be took two hundred dollars
of his savings, which he thrust into
the hands of the professional solver of
many social riddles. To the detective
Burdette told bis story. “ Find the
babe,” said be, “ and obtain her father’s
consent to let me keep her, and I will
give you two hundred dollars more.”
But neither money or skill were of
any avail, and gradually Joe Burdette
gave up all hopes of adopting Anna
Redman’s baby girl.
Six years passed away, and on a
pleasant day in summer Engineer Bur
dette, enjoying a “ lay-off,” strolled
through the busy streets of the great
Western metropolis. As he sauntered
along he came upon the entrance to the
central police station and, prompted
by mere curiosity, entered the court
room. The court was at that moment
considering the disposition of a little
waif, brought in from one of Chicago’s
bustling highways by a burley police
officer.
The tiny wanderer was a
fl >xen-haired girl with huge, blue eyes
and chubby hands—without bat or
shoes and with but one ragged and
soiled garment about the! little body ;
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so dirty and neglected—yet wondro.usly
fair and beautiful !
The child was, perhaps, seven years
old, or less, and she said that her
name was Anna—that was all she
knew. But Joe Burdette knew more ;
he knew, beyond a peradventure, that
she was the child of his old love, the
child of Dick Pender’s dead wife.
“ Your honor,” said Joe, hat in band,
addressing the court.
“ What is it ?” asked his honor, who,
besides being a judge of fine points of
criminal law, was an expert judge of
human nature and rightly passed a
uerdict of honest and sguare upon Joe
Burdette.
“I should like to adopt that child, if
possible,” replied the engineer ; and
half an hour later, Burdette’s refer
ences proving highly satisfactory to
the Court, he walked out of the police
station leading by the hand Anna Red
man’s little girl.
The division headquarters of that
portion of the Chicago & Overland
road, over which Joe Burdette steered
his locomotive were at Steamville, a
small but busy railroad town, and
thither the engineer took bis young
ward.
Everybody said that Joe Burdette
was crazy ; but somehow nobody ven
tured to audibly express his opinions
on that matter to .Joe himself. “The
boys” and the neighbors thought a
good deal and compared notes among
themselves ; while the womenfolk were
agreed that Joe was making a fool of
himself over a little stray-away young
’un who might be—well, the Lord only
knew who or what she might be !
Whether Joe suspected the opinions,
expressed and unexpressed, of his var
ious neighbors, certain it was that he
took much comfort in little Anna, and
certain it is, too, that the child dearly
loved Joe, or Dad, as she called him.
With Burdette nothing was too good
for the child, not even his locomotive.
On fine days he frequently took the lit
tle girl into his cab, showing her every
detail of the workings of his iron steed
and explaining the why and wherefore
of each part just as though she had
been his apprentice.
Indeed, Bur
dette insisted that she, was, and to his
chief he declared (when Anna was not
ten years old) that his “little ’un”
knew more about a locomotive than
half the firemen on the Chicago &
Overland, and as much as somé of the
engineers I
Nine years had passed since Joe’s
memorable visit to the Chicago police
court, and’“ Burdette’8 girl” was fast
passing from girlhood to womanhood,
but she was still the engineer’s baby
and Joe was still Dad to her.
There was a strike in progress on
the Chicago & Overland, though it did
not directly involve the engineers.
Among other classes of the employees
there existed-much bitterness of feel
ing toward the company and excite
ment ran high in Steamville.
Joe Burdette, who honestly believed
the strikers, in this particular instance,
to be in the wrong, showed them scant
sympathy and proposed (with the rest
of the Brotherhood) to stay by the
company and his locomotive. This
made the strikers exceedingly angry
and, as a consequence, Anna was con
stantly fearful of some barm befalling
Joe, or the dearly-loved engine—or
both.
One night when Burdette bad to pull
mail train number four out of Steam
ville, Anna, in a strange but earnest
manner, begged permission to accom
pany him.
' “ Why, my dear little girl,” said Joe,
that can hardly be. No—.you stay at
home and have breakfast ready on my
return.”
•
But the girl entreated with remark
able resistence, though she could give
no good or logical reason for her wish.
At last Burdette yielded, and when
Number Four pulled out of Steamville
there was a girl, wrapped in a big
shawl, huddled like a bundle on Joe’s
seat in the cab. She bid herself thus
so that Joe’s enemies might not report
him for carrying a passenger on his
engine, and she remained in her hiding
place w-bile Joe, with bis band on the
lever and his eye set straight ahead,
guided the throbbing locomotive
through the misty darkness of a No
vember night over the intricate ’ maze
of main tracks, side tracks, switches
and sidings of the great Steamville
yard.
They had got about one mile from
the depot, and were still crawling very
slowly through the yard filled with idle
cars, when Burdette missed bis fireman

wbo had gone to the tender to throw
down some coal. Still keeping bis
hand on the lever, Joe peered through
1the leather curtain and, as he did so,
was rudely dragged from the locomo
tive by strong arms, wielded by two of
the desperate and revengeful strikers.
In another moment, Anna, who was
wide awake, had grasped the situation.
She understood, perfectly, that the in
tention of the rascals who bad kidnap
ped Burdette and his fireman was to
allow mail train No. 4 to proceed on its
way — unguided and unfettered—to
rush with increasing speed to certain
destruction. But the girl was equal,
and more than equal, to the occasion.
She was bright as a dollar and smart
as a whip and, as Burdette had. fre
quently asserted, she knew as much
about a locomotive as many of the en
gineers on the Chicago & Overland.
She now saw an opportunity to save
Joe’s reputation, as well as to make
one for berself; she also saw the
chauce—nay, the imperative need—to
save the old locomotive and many
lives, and so to frustrate the vile plans
of the unprincipled strikers.
How she did it not even the girl
berself could tell after the exciting
time was past. The mail train was
scheduled to run over the division
without a stop, and run it did. For
three hours the plucky girl stood in
the cab, guiding the train through all
its dangers, both seen or unseen. She
peered ahead into the darkness, she
watched the steam-gauge, and anon
shoveled coal into the furnace like an
old-time fireman. It was hard work
and the hours were well nigh intermin
able length ; but the end came, and
mail train No. 4 rolled into Chicago
on time.
To-day the boys hardly call Joe
Burdette “crazy,” and they are willing
to admit that Joe ought to have a
“soft spot” for the girl wbo did so
bravely on that eventful night. Nor
is one of the CGleago & Overland em
ployees jealous of the fact that upon
the pay roll of C. & O. engineers ap
pears, each recurring month, the name
of Anna Pender.
W. H. S. A tkinson .
L ia rs of All Sorts.
A liar is a person who tells false
hoods habitually. The word habitually
is used advisedly. A man may take a
drink occasionally without being a
drunkard. It would be hard to class a
man as a liar who has only occasionally
made a false representation. An emi
nent merchant once said no man could
carry on a large dry goods business
and get rich at it without lying some.
If he did not lie some be could have
men about him who could say enticing
things and make the worst seem the
best. The goods must be sold at a
profit to make money. There are many
liars in this world. The Psalmist re
marked : “ I said in my baste all men
are liars.” If he could have deliber
ated on this thing during an exciting
election contest he might not have
changed his mind at leisure. Master
George Washington said he could not
tell a lie.
If he could not tell one then, of
course, his merit for truthfulness was
not so great as that of one who could
tell a lie and would not. But it must
be remembered that when George made
his cherry-tree remark about his truth
fulness he was a small boy, and that
was long before he engaged in politics.
When he was running for office and be
fore he became President, he never
said anything about not being able to
tell lies. He had promises to make
and post offices'to give out,.and had to
do the best he could.
Lady Macduff, talking to her little
son during the troublesome times in
Scotland, when men died “ere the
flowers in their caps withered,” told
him that a traitor is a man who lies
and swears, and that they must all be
hanged, every one. “ Who must hang
them ?” asked the bov. “ Why, the
honest men,” said the mother. “ Then,”
said the boy, “ the liars and swearers
are fools ; there are liars and swearers
enough to beat the honest men and
hang them up.” That is how the popu
lation averaged in those days. Things
have changed since then. Perhaps
there are more liars now. There are
more people.
Somebody is responsible for this.
Satan is oh record as the father of lies.
Somebody was the father of Satan. It
is written that Satan was once an angel
and stood high among his associates.
It is terrible to think he could have
been an angel in heaven and telling
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lies so stoutly that he was called the because they made money by it.
But the Queen'did not laugh, and born facts, which, by comparison,
Father of Lies. He must have done
In the courts witnesses are sworn to the tears stood in her eyes, as she said, make one tremble for the future of
something, for the story goes that he tell the truth—all of it, and nothing “ Poor fellow ! Poor boy !”
the English working classes, unless
was cast out of heaven and sent below but the truth. Any one who has watch
She spoke a few words to the Prin
for being a bad angel. It shows how ed court trials knows some of the tall cess de Lamballe, who left the room they make up their minds to gird them
low even an angel may fall. But let est and most daring lying has been with the sabots, and presently returned selves up for the coming struggle.
that pass.
done in the court-rooms. Romance with them full to the brim ot gold The bitter cry of employers at home
There are numerous kinds of liars. borders on the untruthful; fiction is louis. The Queen emptied the money increase yearly with the increasing dis
A few of the little untruths one meets full of it.
into an elegant casket, which she gave like of the rising generation to hard
in society are called white lies. A
It is said that truth should not be to the general with her thanks and a
Throughout Europe
polite person says she is glad to see spoken at all times. This does not kindly message to be transmitted to manual labor.
and
Asia
it
is
the
same story—Germ
you when she is not ; she says to a mean that a lie should take its place the poor cobbler.
ans and Japanese beat us with our own
servant that she is not at home when sometimes. I t has reference to cau
The Queen would willingly have
the wrong person calls ; that she will tion, prudence, foresight and the rights
worn the sabots along with her coquet weapons, because they work harder,
be sure to keep an engagement—one and pleasures and comforts of others.
tish shepherdess costome, but, alas, longer and for less wages. I t was not
she regrets having made and does not And this leads to a notice of wellserious matters were driving all such always so; but education has softened
intend keeping—these may be called meaning liars. They bring you good
fanciful caprices out of her head. The us, and philanthropy, with the best in
white lies. Friendly lies may be told news when there is none ; they tell a
Revolution was carrying all before it tentions, is doing all it can to destroy
by friends who are trying to make the sick friend he will soon be well when
in its resistless tide. The fatal dates the sturdy feeling of self-dependence
best of bad news, and think they are it is known his case is hopeless. All
of 1789 92 93 succeeded each other once the pride of the British workman.
doing it for the best. Black and mali things to them are of roseate hue.
with terrible swiftness. L aFayette
In Japan man certainly “ wants but
cious liars are those who lie te do They have the buoyancy and hopeful
himself bad been impeached for trea little here below.” With cotton clothes,
barm, wbo perjure themselves to con ness of Colonel Sellers. They give you
son to the nation ; the fair head of the a diet of rice and fish, and a house of
vict others for crimes. They deserve “straight tips”—which turn out crook
Princess de Lamballe had been borne on wattle and doub, domestic bills are not
the hotest damnation that can be laid ed—with the best of intentions, and
pike for her fidelity to her mistress; high. An ordinary coolie or laborer
out for them. A man associated with want to do you a favor. All liars are
that royal mistress herself, dethroned, in the fields is content with 2s. 6d. a
Falstaff says : “ I do despise a liar.” to be despised, and the Lord cannot
degraded, widowed, parted from her week. A clerk in a Government office
So do we all. They are “ infinite and love them ; but if there are liars that
children; lay in a miserable, filthy pris is well paid with £50 a year, and a
endless liars and hourly promise-break can be forgiven by heaven and loved by
on. All these terrible stories grad cabinet minister with £1,000. The soers.” They are all despised.
men, they are the good souls who want ually reached the distant mountains of
There are bragging liars. They have to do you good, and who mean well Auvergne, and the indignant ears of called necessities of life in all classes
are at least one-third of what they
always something wonderful to say when they lie. The best way is to the Queen’s Sweetheart.”
would be in the United States or in
stand
on
truth.
about themselves that really never hap
One day be could bear it no longer. Europe. My inquiries did not extend
pened. They will tell you what this
He sewed the louis d ’or inside the lin so far as rent, rates and taxes; but,
or that great man said (p them when M arie A ntoinette’s W ooden Shoes.
ing of his jacket, be hung the Queen’s whatever they may be, there is a good
be said nothing. They brag about
portrait round his neck, he threw his deal to show for them.
On the outskirts of a little village of
their business when they are doing
musket over his shoulder, and he
The streets and roads in and about
nothing to speak of.
the province of Auvergne, where the
started off on foot all the weary, weary the capitol are good, clean, fairly
whole
population
existed
on
the
manu
The oldest inhabitant liar is among
way to Paris, full of the tender and
the most harmless of all old bores. He facture of the beeches and chestnut ingenious thought that somehow or lighted, and admirably policed, and
the railroad of eighteen miles to Tokio
will tell you all about Jackson’s war, trees of their forest into articles of do other he must save his Queen.
—built
like all the railroads of the
and how the cotton bales were placed mestic use, there lived, in the reign
It
was
the
17th
of
October,
1793,
country,
after the English model—
for breastworks, as they have never of Louis X V I., young “sabotier,” or
that,
worn
out
and
footsore,
he
at
last
leaves
little
to be desired. The capital
been placed since, and how things maker of wooden shoes, no one wearing
reached
the
capital,
and
on
the
Place
itself
extends
over a large area, and is
looked when the stars fell, and how he any other in those days, and indeed
de
la
Bastile,
where
a
short
time
before
said
to
contain
a million inhabitants.
skated to Algiers when the Mississippi hardly in these, in Auvergne. He was
the
great
fortress
had
stood
in
its
The
area
it
covers
is enormous, embra
river was frozen over, how he talked an orphan who lived alone and spoke
strength, he spoke to a “ patriot,” cing as it does numerous temples sur
little,
and
so
the
country
people
reck
with Lafayette, and bow be actually
wearing the cap of liberty, and armed rounded by groves of evergreen trees
took in everything he had ever read oned him something of a simpleton,and
with a stout stick.
and parks laid out in European fash
about. The oldest inhabitant liar is making a pun on his name, Raison
ion. Among the finest buildings were
The
way
to
the
Temple,
if
you
(Sense)
called
him
Deraison
(Folly.)
too old to be disposed of ; and there is
the Sheba temple and gardens and the
please,”
said
he.
They
also
called
him
the
Queen’s
no backing down a man who tells you
old
palace of the Shoguns. These are
“
What
do
you
want
there
?”
Sweetheart,
because,
in
his
little
hut,
of what he has seen and heard himself.
characteristic
of an order of things
“To save the Queen I” the poor soul
The campaign liar is superb. He is he had stuck up on the wall, below an
which
is
fast
passing
away. The gardens
replied,
ingeniously.
so grand that his friends have to nail old musket which had belonged to his
were
prettily
laid
out
in the ancient
“
The
Austrian
!
she
was
cut
short
him to keep him down on earth. He father, a little picture of the beautiful
style,
with
gigantic
stone
lanterns sur
yesterday,”
said
the
pariot,
with
a
works for both and any sides at the Qu^en Marie Antoinette.
rounding
a
lake
devoted
to fish and
brutal
laugh
and
a
fericious,
expressNow, the chateau of the village be
same time. He stops at nothing softer
waterfowl;
the
latter,
when
required,
gesture.
than a brick wall. When the cam longed to the famous General,.Marquis
being
ingeniously
caught
by
keepers
The
Auvergnat
turned
deadly
pale,
paign is not too clean be will under de LaFayette, who, when he came to
with
long
nets
concealed
behind
hedges
and
suddenly
pointed
his
musket
take to ruin the character of any candi- stay there, liked to walk about among
planted
for
the
purpose.
The
sight
against
the
pariot,
who,
however
left
the cottagers, and gossip with bis
date. He is not thought much of.
of
these
old
temples
and
gardens
is
him
no
time
to
fire,
but
with
a
tremen
' The polite liar is delicious. He al tenants. You may be sure that they dous blow of his club stretched him full of interest to the antiquarian and
ways says you are looking well, that wanted to know of all the grand things dead on the ground.
“ An aristocrat! philosopher. They speak of a form of
you do not seem a day older than you he saw at Versailles, and be told them Down with all aristocrats!” bellowed government and a state of society
did ten years ago—that he is delighted how the beautiful Queen and her he. A crowd collected in a moment, which it is impossible for Englishmen
to see you. He does not bore you, be fair ladies had a fancy to live in a little they opened the dead man’s vest and to realize without going back to the
cause he is polite and knows when to house arranged like a farm, with a there round bis neck was the Queen’s middle ages, but which existed in Ja 
8top and when to take himself off. The dairy and poultry yard, carrying picture with the mystical letters “ T. pan not a quarter of a century ago.
polite liar is among the most tolerable crooks like shepherdesses,wearing short T. L. V. “A traito r! A traitor!” The Shogun and his court, the daimios
of all liars ; but he is still a liar. He tucked up gowns, straw hats and was the cry. In an instant the corpse or great feudal chiefs, and the samurai
mixes taffy with his falsehood and wooden shoes. “ Wooden shoes l” ex was dragged to the Seine, and in a or military retainers, have vanished
claimed Déraison, wbo always had his
makes it palatable.
moment more the waters had closed into limbo with a rapidity unexampled
The new style of the theatrical ad ears open when the Queen’s name, over the body of “ the Queen’s Sweet in history.
Their vices did not differ
vance agent shows genius. He comes was pronounced. “Does the Queen heart” with the louis d’ors still inside from those of all oligarchical govern
along ahead of a barn-storming com wear wooden shoes ? O h,if I might bis jacket and the sacred picture on ments, and so far they deserved to per
pany that we all know about from read but make her a pair !”
ish. I t is rather of their virtues, their
his heart.
"Well, well, make her a pair Derai
ing the papers in unfortunate towns
courage, and their devotion to their
where it has played. I t is snide, with son, and I will take them to her,” said
A F irs t G lance at Jap an .
feudal chiefs that one would wish to
out an actor of merit, and is playing a the General, good naturedly.
speak, in the hope that the faith, loy
miserable play. He says the company
The very next day the young fellow
The first thing that strikes the trav alty, and patriotism of the past will
is great—generally the original New set to work, and on the eve of the eller in Japan—fresh it may be, from not be lost in the future. But the re
York cast—and the play has had a General’s departure for Paris he pre the indiscriminating rudeness of the cent reforms have not yet had time to
year’s run. You admire him for his sented himself at the chateau, carry American Far West—is the exceeding bear fruit, and the issue is still doubt
gall, and ask him to sit down and ex ing carefully the loveliest little pair of civility of everybody, Custom-house ful. In Japan, more than any other
ercise it by telling how he worked wooden shoes which were ever seen. officers included. Cheerfulness, good- country in the world, the new ideas of
his column notices in Nashville, where They were made of the finest chest temper, and politeness are universal. society are making the most rapid
a paper thinks as much of the “ Ranch nut wood, covered with the most deli- The mothers smile, the children chat progress, and it may be that this mar
King” as it does of Edwin Booth. The cate and elegant carving.
On the ter without quarreling in the streets, vellous people is destined to find the
agent tells the local manager that their front of the shoes was a heart sur and it is a pleasure to watch the ordi philosopher’s stone in politics of com
business has been something phenome rounded by rays, and, above, in a gar nary work-people as they meet and go bining liberty with empire without de
nal ; that they have been turning away land of flowers, were four letters—“T. through the prescribed etiquette of stroying what is worth preserving of
people all. along the route, and have T. L. V.”
bowing and shaking hands with each the past.
consented to play return dates. Di-,
The General smiled, for he knew the other. Differences over the carriage of
I t was refreshing at least to find,
rectly after this he tries to work the meaning of these letters, and indeed your person and effects—if they exist among much that was a mere copy of
manager for an advance on railroad such wooden shoes delicately carved, —are speedily settled without the use European taste and fashions, that the
fares to get the company in town on. and with these mystical letters, are of bad language and angry oaths, new palace of the Mikado at Tokio is
Professional liars are of many kinds. given by the sabotiers of Auvergne to and in less time than it takes to write being built entirely of wood after the
The commercial drummer who invents their betrothed, worn at the bridal and the traveller and bis baggage are put old models. It covered a great space,
yarns to make himself talked about is a kept as treasures when the young bride into “jinrikishas” (or light carriages being only one story high, and was
professional. The corporation lawyer-I is the gray-haired grandmother.
drawn by one or more men scantily roofed with the peculiar long overlap
is not exactly a liar, but it is his Busi
The first time General La Fayette dressed, with funny white hats shaped ping tiles introduced from China. The
ness to make the worst seem the better presented himself before the Queen at like mushrooms), and are trotted off to rooms were well proportioned, especi
cause and he is always allowed a mar Trianon, he offered her the delicate the Grand Hotel, famous for its English ally the hall of audience and the ban
gin in stating his case. The man who sabots, and told her the story.
comfort and French cuisine. These queting rooms ; and the wooden ceil
wants fifthen cents—always a suspic
The Queen was delighted with these “jinrikishas,” or man-power carriages ings, with square pannels decorated
ious sum—to get a cup of coffee with is real peasant’s shoes made by a genuine deserve a word or two in passing. Of with paper and silk on which flowers
a professional. Later he will want a sabotier of Auvergne.
modern invention, they have been im and animals had been beautifully
quarter for a bed. The horse trader is
“ But, Marquis,” she said, “ what provised to supply the want of horses worked, were unique of their kind.
a professional. The horse is the noblest may be the meaning of these mysteri and flys, and it is marvellous to see Costly as the estimate of the building
of all animals, and yet the man who ous letters ?”
what power-of endurance and capacity and its decorations were reported to
has him to sell or swap must lie about
“ Your Majesty alone can give me for toil is to be found among the little be—over a million sterling—one felt
him and give him good qualities he permission to say.”
broad-shouldered coolies who draw thankful that the new ideas of pro
never had and cover up the beast’s
“ Tell me, Marquis ; I permit you.”
them. It is quite a common thing for gress, which rightly put beauty before
blemishes. Fakirs who sell remedies
“In the Auvergne patois, your Maj them to keep up a 'good steady pace beauty, had not prevailed in this in
and tricks on the streets are profess- ' esty, they mean T ’amerai Touta La of six or seven miles an hour on a diet stance, and that a Buckingham Palace
ionals. Men who say they will return V ida; in other words, ‘I shall love of rice, fish or tea, for as many hours bad not been substituted for the old
borrowed money at a certain time and thee all my life,’” and the Marquis in the day, and all this for the scanty Japanese architecture. —Nineteenth
do not do it soon become professionals, burst out laughing.
wages of l^d. a mile. These are stub Century.
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T h ursday, D ecem ber 5, 1889,
W hen the Philadelphia Times ceases

to riddle Mayor Fitler and Mayor
Fitler’s administration, Mayor Fitler
will sigh a long sigh of relief. Mayor
Fitler’s “ vast wealth and power” fur
nishes him no shield against the on
slaughts of the fiery Times.
L ast Saturday four of the important

Federal offices of Philadelphia changed
incumbents. John Field succeeded
Postmaster Harrity, Naval Officer
Plumer retired for Thomas J. Powers,
Surveyor Campbell gave place to John
J. Ridgway, and Pension Agent Davis
transferred his honors to Chief Clerk
Shelmire.
A frea k in the way of handwriting
has just come under notice in England.
A little girl of four years writes with
her left hand and writes her words
backwards, as they are reflected in a
mirror from ordinary writing. Her
friends have to read them by means of
a looking-glass. The child was taught
writing with a sister, but would do
things in her own way, with the result
that she writes fluently in this fantastic
style.
M illions of dollars’ worth o f prop
erty throughout the country has been
destroyed by the fire fiend within the
past fortnight, the conflagrations in
Boston and Lynn, Massachusetts, be
ing the most destructive. On Satur
day night last the Tribune building in
Minneapolis, was consumed, involving
the loss of a dozen lives. Floods and
fires have wrought sad havoc during
1889, and the records of the year ap
proaching its end will be memorable
indeed.
T h e fifty-first Congress was inaugur
ated at Washington Monday, and noth
ing of particular moment characterized
the event. The election of Mr. Reed,
of Maine, for Speaker was accomplished
in the absence of a spirited contest,
and the machinery of both House and
Senate was set in motion without much
friction. Speaker Reed, upon assum
ing his position made a grateful ac
knowledgement of the honor conferred,
but studiously omitted any statements
that might be construed as indicative
of the policy of his party. Mr. Reed
seems to apprehend that there are
breakers ahead.
W e are informed that Wm. A.
Wright, one of the present Directors of
the Poor, will relinquish his position
in the Norristown School Board at the
end of his term which expires next
Spring. This movement on the part of
Mr. Wright will enable him to more
effectively mend his political fences in
preparation for his candidacy for an
other term at the Almshouse. Mr.
Wright has been a School Director the
past fifteen years, but changing scenes
give rise to fresh contingencies, and
probably Mr. Wright does not care to
have “ too many irons in the fire” next
fall.

O n the principle that the early bird
catches the worm, Chicago, St. Louis
and the District of Columbia have com
mittees already at Washington button
holing Congressmen and Senators in
the interest of their respective cities as
the site of the World’s Fair in 1892.
New York has been so busy raising its
$5,000,000 guarantee fund that no com
mittee to represent its interests at
Washington has been appointed yet.
Whether this means that New York is
willing some other city shall have the
fair, or that the New York members of
Congress are expected to do the but
tonholing, is not quite clear.— Times.
P resident H arrison ' s first message
to Congress has been presented to the
representative statesmen and to the
country in general. It is a conserva
tive document throughout, and its
references to important public questions
are so stated that most anybody can
extract a little comfort from them. In
this particular our President shows
some ingenuity. I t is evident that the
Executive means that Congress shall
manufacture legislation without his
specific instructions. He is in favor of
tariff revision and remarks that the need
of it “ is generally conceded, and an
agreement upon the evils and incon
veniences to be remedied and the best
methods for their correction will prob
ably not be difficult.” The majority in
Congress can therefore formulate its
own tariff policy without orders from
the Executive,

Mine. De Yalsayre, the champion
woman’s rights woman of France, has
retired from the French Women’s
League because the latter resolved that
men shajl be excluded from their aasemblies.

W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
From our regular correspondent.

W ashington D. C., N ov. 29, 1889.—
Thanksgiving Day was observed in
Washington with the usual ceremonies
and the usual refraining from business
pursuits. Of course, the day is not
here what it is in New England, but
still the gathering of families under the
old roof tree becomes more customary
from the number of Northern and
Western families that have built houses
here in the last few years. The idea of
a boarding house is incompatible with
Thanksgiving ; in fact, the real observer
of Tbangsgiving always offer up a
prayer of pity for the outcasts in
boarding houses. Thus so long as
Washington remains a city of boarding
bouses, the blessings of Thanksgiving
will be restricted to the few. The
boarding house turkey is a nondes
cript bird and the boarding house mince
pie a nightmare.
There was less drinking yesterday
than I have noticed on any previous
holiday in Washington. In fact the
heavy drinking among government
clerks is not so general as it was a few
years ago, when not one half the
employes could be found at their desks
on a day following a holiday. Stricter
rules are largely responsible for this.
The increased consumption of beer and
the correspondingly decreased use of
whiskey has also worked its partot the
reform.
The President attended divine ser
vices at the Church of the Covenant
and later in the day discussed one of
those big turkeys the Connecticut far
mers spend anxious hours pushing
buttered walnuts into, until the fat
shakes as they walk. The sky was
leaden and the air raw and damp as the
President stepped into the church, and
if he saw anything to be thankful for
his sombre face did not show it. Per
haps he was thankful to be alive. The
family seated around the White House
board later in the day was the largest
that has been gathered there in forty
years. The only missing figure was
that of Russell Harrison.
Secretary Noble and his wife and
nieces dined at home and the circle was
not enlarged by guests. The Tracys
followed their example, as did the
family of Secretary Rusk. Secretary
Miller, wife and daughter were the
guests of Major Claus.
Secretary
Windom spent the day in Brooklyn.
The Wanamaker’s gave a big Thanks
giving party at “ Lindenhurst,” their
country seat.
The Honorable, the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia, are dis
tinctly unhappy. The local prohibition
element asked these gentlemen to re
strict, in the granting of licenses for
the ensuing year, the number of saloons,
as far as possible; out of this sugges
tion someone evolved the brilliant idea
of restricting the number of bar-rooms
in any square to four. Exactly how
the sheep should be chosen from the
wolves in such cases was not deemed
of sufficient importance to furnish an
objection to the new rule. The rule
was adopted and now the Commis
sioners are trying to enforce it. Among
the first license granted in squares
having an excessive number of bar
rooms, were licenses to places notorious
for violations of law—places that pay
no attention to the Sunday and aftermidnigbt closing law. Saloon keepers
on the same square, who close promptly
and keep orderly places, have been
ignored. In the emergency the dis
tillers and wholesale dealers of Phila
delphia, Baltimore, Louisville and other
cities, have come forward and will
endeavor to enlist the co-operation of a
sufficient number of Senators to be
able to show that-the new rule will fail
of confirmation by the Senate. If the
Commissioners wish to be the true
friends of temperance they will close
up every place in the city that has been
convicted during the past year of vio
lating the law or can now be proved to
have violated it. The people will not
be hoodwinked by the substitution of
any other scheme of reform.
A $250,000 suit for slander would
not add a better relish to most men’s
turkey, but certainly the fact that
Samuel Strong bad filed such a suit
against him on Wednesday did not
affect the cheerful spirit of Ben Butler.
The Butler-Strong legal wrangle is a
famous one. Gen. Butler brought suit
against Mr. Strong several months ago
for a considerable sum of money, which
'he asserted was due him as contingent
counsel fees out of the award made to
Mr. Strong. The suit had some highly
spicy features, among which was the
production of a document, purporting
to be signed by Gen. Butler, in which
he agreed to accept a much smaller
sum than that claimed in the suit.
Gen. Butler denounces this document
as'a forgery, and Mr. Strong now sues.

a table land of moderate elevation, the
river and its tributaries in consequence
contain few rapids and being navigable
for boats and vessels of considerable
size almost to their source.
In population and internal develop
ment the new South American United
States fall far short of our own country
The population is estimated at about
14,000,000 against our 60,009,000, of
which less than one-half are whites, the
remainder consisting of metis, negroes
and Indians. The Republic contains
twenty States to our forty-two, but if
ever thickly settled several of the
largest of these will bear sub-division,
some of them several times. Brazil has
about 6,000 miles of railway or less
than the State of Pennsylvania alone,
and 1,600 miles of telegraph under
government control. The new Republic
inherits from the old monarchy a nat
ional blessing in the shape of a national
debt of no mean proportions. This
debt, which is about $500,000,000,
grows yearly, the budget for the cur
rent year placing the revenues at $81,000,000 and the expenditures at $84,000,000. The foreign trade ®f 1888 was
valued at $237,000,000, of which $122,000,000 were imports and $115,000,000
exports. I t is this foreign trade of the
new Republic which is of greatest inter
est to the old Republic. Of the $122,000,000 of imports in 1888 Great Britaic furnished forty per cent., France
the next largest share, Germany com
ing third, Spain fourth and the United
States fifth, furnishing but $7,137,008
of the total amount. On the other
hand, of the $115,000,000 of Brazilian
exports the United States took $53,710,234 or over forty-five per cent.
Coffee, sugar and India rubber com
posed the bulk of this enormous pur
chase, for which we paid chiefly in hard
cash, instead of in barter, as we should
have done. The overturn in the Bra
zilian Government has served to call
public attention to this one-sided com
mercial transaction and it is to be hoped
some way will be provided by which
the two great Republics of the Ameri
can continent can be made to balance
more evenly.
B edridden for F o rty Years.
Pa., November 20—Miss
Mary Rankin died at her home near
Sharon yesterday, aged sixty. She
had been confined to her bed over forty
years. Her book, “ A daughter of
Affliction,” had a large sale in the
United States, especially among in
valids.
S haron ,

In 1744 the first lighting act was
passed. In 1820 gas was generally
substituted for oil.

JUST THINK OP IT !

Florida will soon be the greatest
lemon growing country in the world.
Lemons weighing a pound each are
common in Florida, and along the banks
of Caloosabatchie there is a single tree
which bears 5,000 lemons, many of
which weigh a pound each.
The meanest man in Maine has just
been discovered. He excused himself
from dining at home on Thanksgiving
on the ground that he was going to
spend the day at Lake Asusaugwalousogamagogwongtongoma fishing. And
his poor wife believed him.

A T G O TW A LS* S T O R E ,

PROVIDENCE

SQUARE,

You will find just about what you want.

IN THE LINE OF STAPLE DRY GOODS
You can see over 200 different styles and qualities for Suitings for Men and Boys, which will be
made up to please anyone. Fit guaranteed. IS P SATTEENS AND GINGHAMS, PRINTS AND
LAWNS, FOR THE LADIES.

----- C hoice - G roceries - for - E v ery b o d y .
Save 50 per cent, by buying Sewing Machines at Gotwals’ Store,

Providence Square. I sell the Favorite, the best in construction
Favorite M i MacMae. and
most easily operated. It runs very easy, and is adapted for

tailor work as well as for fine dresses. Guaranteed to give satisfaction.
HARDWARE for the builder. A full line of the very best Mixed Paints, (a guarantee sold with
every gallon,) and in fact anything you want from a needle to not an anchor. Come all and ex
amine our goods for yourselves.
Yours very truly,

A DEMOREST SEWING MACHINE

_________ J O S E P H

G. G O T W A L S .

The Indian is not dying off and
vanishing from the earth any more
t s r FO R $19.5 0 .
than the Caucasian is. They have, for
(USUAL
PRICE $55.00,) with all attachments.
the most part, adopted semi-civilized
Money refunded if not as represented.
habits and live quiet lives. They are
----- Winter is Approaching and Every Family Should-----Direct from the manufacturers the
increasing rather than decreasing.
They are fairly prosperous, are raising Snag - Proof Gum Boot !
families and increasing in the land.
No better made ; every pair warranted to give
satisfaction. Full stock of
They have an effective way of deal
TO BE PREPARED FOR ALL EMERGENCIES.
ing with habitual drunkards in Norway
Cough Syrup, for Colds, Croup, Hoarseness, &c.
and Sweden. They put them in jail
ladies $1.68 buttoned kid shoe has no equal.
Liniment for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatism, Burns, &c.
and feed them entirely on bread and Our
Fine kid infant shoes only 35c.
Worm Syrup, Safe and Effectual.
wine. The bread is steeped in wine for
*
Cream of Camphor for Chapped Hands and Face.
JDiersr GOODS =
Liver Pills for Biliousness, Constipation.
an hour before it is served. The first
Remnants of Canton flannel, 2 to 15 yards,
Bird Seed, Mixed and Plain.
day a man will take it, but before many only 10c. yd. Would cost you 12)^c if cut from
(We
mix
our
own
seed,
and
therefore
can
give
you
the
best
obtainable
in the market.)
more he will hate the sight of it. After piece. Calicoes of the best quality for quilting,
yd. Fa6t color ginghams, 4 yds. for 25c.
an incarceration of this sort many be 6c.
Pure Spices and Flavoring Extracts.
|
Genuine Imported Castile Soap.
Cheviots, good, 4 yds. for 25c. 4 yds. toweling
come total abstaners.
for 25c. An elegant feather bed ticking, loc. yd.

a? COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE,

t

©£&* Lay in a Supply of Culbert’s Remedies!

All-wool bed blankets, very cheap, $2.95. Horse
blankets from 75c. to $3.00. You should see our
38c. Cassimeres, half-wool. Quilting cotton, 10
to 15c. lb.
HATS AAD CAPS.—Latest styles gents’ stiff
and soft hats for fall and winter. An elegant
Derby hat for $1 50. A good every-day wool hat
for 25c. Large assortment of neckwear, under
The office seeker knows his art.
wear, <fcc. A big drive in 28 inch umbrella, 75c.
When after votes he’ll then impart
Zellersville hand-knit jackets are here at $2.50
Such love for you, you’re sure his heart and $3.00.

The jury iu a breech of promise case
at Champaign, 111.,-awarded one cent
damages and advised the plaintiff to
“ beware of book agents.”

Is one great friendly radiator. . _
But when the office he has won
With pleasant smiles and words he’s
done,
He’ll very quickly then become
A bleak refrigerator.— Chicago Herald.

GREAT - BARGAINS

W. P. FENTON,
21feb

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G

BARGAIN

REATEST

NORRISTOWN, PA.

-IN—

s

Store G oods!

----- WE ARE RECEIVING -----

NkW
1*1-1 IT

^

-W-

CULBBRT.

‘s T Y T
are esPec^a^ y prominent in the great quantity and the
O i l LiLiO splendid variety o f our collection o f

LADIES’, MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S

GROCERIES !

Have the finest line oi table syrup in the mar
ket. Extra No. 1 fat new mackerel and mack
erel in buckets, $1.30. Fine white fish, 6c. lb.
Pure white wine vinegar, 25c. gal. New York
full cream cheese a specialty. Try a pound of
Liberia Cofilee, 32c. Extra fine flavor Rio Coffee,
25c. i3F" Beautiful patterns of Oil Oloths at
55, 65, 85 and 95c. yd., 2 yds. wide. Always on
hand fresh cement, calcined plaster, drugs, oils,
paints, &c.

-A T TH E—

jH fin is ft

JO S E P H

■

Without making any special opening, the stock Is now complete and ready for inspection. It
contains the latest and most fashionable garments, that are perfect in workmanship and style. The
sizes and patterns are so complete that a fit is assured and the proper style ready to meet yonr
taste. The prices are as varied a9 the garments, but in every case the price is as low as such well
made goods can be bought anywhere. These are some of the patterns and styles in detail :
HANDSOME BRAIDED GARMENTS in black and colored beaver cloth.
TIGHT-FITTING NEWMARKETS in various materials and colors.
OUR SPECIAL SEAL PLUSH COAT at $20 we claim passes all rivalry that we have Been.
Will you examine it !
CLOTH MODJE8KA, directoire front, tight-fitting vest, trimmed with passementerie.
CONNEMARE AND PEASANT CIRCULARS in all colors of cloth.
LOOSE FRONT VEST JACKETS in all colors of beaver cloth and trimmed with braid.
LOOSE-FITTING NEWMARKETS in all colors of beaver cloth, elaborately braided and finished
with ornaments.
TIGHT-FITTING NEWMARKETS In directoire style, plain finish.
MODJESKA STYLE of seal plush with ornaments.
SEAL PLUSH WRAPS, quilted satin lining, trimmed with passementerie and seal ornaments.
CLOSE-FITTING NEWMARKETS with coat back, and braided front and back to correspond.
SEAL PI.USH JACKETS quilted satin lining and seal ornaments.
PEASANT CLOAKS in fine imported plaids and stripes in-medium weight goods.
CLOTH WRAPS handsomely braided and trimmed with cord fringe.
We have the largest stock of MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S COATS and NEWMARKETS ever
displayed in Ncrrlstown.

F o u r Girls B low n to A tom s.
EVER OFFERED IN TRAPPE.
E llio ttsy ille , W. Ya., November
29.—Four little girls, children of Hugh
Dress Goods, Muslins, Calicoes, Ginghams,
AT THE LOWEST PHILADELPHIA
Dunn, a wealthy mine-owner, found a
Cheviots, Table Linens, &e. Cassimeres,
C H IL D R E N 'S AN D M ISSE S' G A R M E N T S, SH O R T C O ATS, N E W 
PRICES.
keg of powder in an abandoned mine
Cottonades, Gents’ Furnishing
M A R K E T S, G R E T G H E N AN D D IR E C T O IR E C O ATS, &C.
yesterday morning. In some way they
Goods ! Hats, Caps, &c.
In such great variety that it is not wise to try to enumerate them. After buying a coat be sure to
exploded it and were blown to atoms. Bargains in Fall and Winter Under
and the
ask for one of our beautiful chromo souvenoirs of this season’s display in our coat department.
Their mother lost her reason when told
wear for Ladies, Gentlemen
of the fate of her children.
and Children.

New Dress Goods Daily

E arthquake in N ew E ngland.
D over , Dec. 3__Early this morning
the 114 inhabitants of Altona Bay were
awakened by an earthquake shock which
jarred the bouses. Many people rushed
"from their beds. Crockery and glass
ware were broken. Clocks were stopped
at 1.29. A second shock was more
severe than the first. People then
rushed from houses expecting they
would tumble down.
A D eadly Cyclone.
NINE PERSONS KILLED AND TWENTY IN JU R
ED IN NORTH CAROLINA.

C harlotte , N . C. N ov. 29.—Reports
so far received of the cyclone, which
swept over a part of Beaufort county
yesterday, show that nine persons were
killed by it, and that more than twenty
were injured. The storm started in
the upper or northern portion of the
county, and carried everything before
it, cutting a swath half a mile wide
through timber, and strewing farms
with debris. Large oaks were up
rooted and carried hundreds of yards
by the wind, and cotton fields were
swept clean and farm bouses were
blown to pieces.
Farmer Wesley
Edwards heard the roar of the cyclone
in the distance and called his family
into the house. The family consisted
of husband, wife and four children.
All of them were lifted high in the air
by the whirling wind and then dropped
back to the earth dead 500 yards far
ther on. Joseph Elmerson and Thomas
Collins are also known to have been
killed. A dozen others, whose names
cannot be learned, were badly injured
and some will die. The cyclone was
beyond doubt the most destructive
ever known in this State. The total
damage cannot yet be estimated, but
it will exceed $20,000.

I3F“Buyers will find the best 37)<£c. Shirts for
men in town.
-----BUYERS WILL FIND IN OUR NEW----STOCK OF FALL AND WINTER

COATS

WRAPS

A NUMBER OF GREAT BARGAINS.

For Men, Ladies and Children, of all kinds, to
to be found in any country store, and in quality
and price we take the lead, Men’s Brogans,
$1.00. Shoes for Ladies and Men from $1.25, up
to $5.

Q ueensw are
C rockeryw are

We have also received from a New York Earthenware, Hardware, Forks, Rakes,
Closing Sale a lot of Coats at$2.75, worth $5.00.
We have reduced a lot of Coats to one-half
Shovels, Spades, &c.
their original selling price. Also a great va
riety of Children’s Coats, pretty and cheap.
---- THE BEST-----

Keystone Dry Goods Store,

F R E S H G R O C E R IE S

Main Street, Opposite Square,

I N F U L L A SSO R T M E N T .

PENNA.

NORRISTOWN,
14no

WEBB’S ü n p a orffe lrl e l e d

Good Rice, 4 pounds for 25 cents ; Peaches, 3
pounds for 25 cents ; good Corn, 3 cans for 25
cents. No trash kept in stock.

F . B . R U SH O N G ,

One Dozen Finest Cabinet Photographs
for $2.00.

NEW DRESS GOODS !

Or Half Dozen Cabinets and a LIFE SIZE
CRAYON, framed in 3\4 inch handsome gold
frame (size 23 by 27 inches) all for $7.00.
Our work is as fine as any in Philadelphia,
and we guarantee you perfect satisfaction in
every particular or no pay. This is an unparal
leled offer. Come and see.

HARRY A. WEBB, Photographer,
31oc6m

112 & 114 N. 9th St., Philadelphia.

DR. T HEEL

C Q Q N O R T H F O U R T H STREET»
O g O below Green, Philadelphia, fa t h e
o n ly p h y a le la n whose scientific treat*
ment cures both sexes after Advertising
Doctors, Family Physicians and all Sur-eon»fail.
H l O O C l PoigOll,

Special

D iseases,

U lc e r s , B lo t c h e a , P im p le « , K id n e y , B la d d e r , S k in ,
N e r v o u s a n d B r ig h t ’s i> f«eases, E ffe c ts o f Y ou th *

. IMM1_

m id lonfr*«tandlnfg e a s e s s o lic it e d . D O N ’T B E
H U M B U G G E D by quacks, with their free consultations,
guarantees, life elixir swindles and so-called medical hooka,
their pretended knowledge ana experience of from 16 to 60
years, and treacherous, well-worded and deceitful advertise
ments deceive thousands into consulting them. European
Hospital and 26 years Genuine Practical Experience. Write
or call. B r . T h c e l ’a K n o w le d g e , S k ill a n d A b ilit y
tin« be«*n d e m o n s tr a te d b y t h o u s a n d s o f c u r e s
Hours 9 to 3, 6 to 9. Wed. and Sat. evenings till 10. Sun
day till 1. Send for book T r u t h , the only genuine and re
liable medical Treatise on S p e c ia l and nervous diseases,
F o r R e f e r e n c e s see Wed. & Sat. Phil. lim e s

Honor and shame from no condition rise,
Nor poverty th’ aspiring youth debars,
The boss his brains and bank account may
prize,
But his clerks smoke the ten cent cigars.
—Drake’s Magazine.

I. H. B R E N D L IN G E R ’S
Leading D ry Goods, Trimmsngs and Carpet Store,

7 6 , 7 8 , 8 0 and 8 2 M a in S t,, N o rr isto w n , P a .

Weitzenkorns’ Advertisement
of Prices
m
■

Displayed in the Handsomest Store in
this State.

TEAPPE,

Until further notice I will make you

R EA D A B L E PA R A G R A PH S.

Minister. “ Who endeavored to walk
on the ocean and went down because
he had no faith ?”
Boy. “Oh ! I know ; that was McGinty.
Mrs. Brown. “ What prompted that
bold young man to kiss you at the door
T h e N ew U nited States.
last night 1”
The Yankee nation have been dis
Cora. “ Why, ma, I don’t think he
posed to claim that their country beat needed any prompting.”— New York
the world in the extent of its territory, Sun.
the length of its rivers and in the
Taverns may be traced to the thir
variety and value of its productions.
Now that Brazil has become a United teenth century. According to Speimen
States, too, the older United States in the reign of King Edward ill., only
may be surprised to learn that in the three taverns were allowed in London.
matter of mere bigness the new Re Taverns were licensed in England in
public beats the old. Brazil, contains 1752.
an area of about 3,300,000 square miles
A city ordinance lately passed at
and is, roughly speaking, about the Cleveland, and which gives popular
size of the United States, exclusive of satisfaction, forbids the blowing of
Alaska. In rivers the Amazon and its steam whistles. The manufacturers
tributaries entirely overshadow our find that the use of the screechers is
own Mississippi, the main stream being not necessary.
about 4,000 miles in length and 180
London was first lighted in 1414 with
miles in width at its mouth, and drain
ing 800,000 square miles of Brazilian private lanterns. In 1736 the lanterns
territory alone. The Amagot) basin js were increased to 1,000,000 in number.

AND

Largest Stock of Shoes

-FOR THE-

FALL AND WINTER DF W O .
— AT—

Howard Leopold’s, Pottstown.
WE HAVE FOR SOME TIME BEEN REceiving from the Leading Importers of New
York and Philadelphia the Choicest Variety of
High Grades of DRESS GOODS ever shown in
Pottstown. Among them are
Finest French Serges at $1.25 and $1.50, in
Plain Colors, and also in HaLdsome Plaids and
Mixtures.
Fine French Henrietta Cloths in all the New
Shades, 62^c.., 75c., 87^c., 1.00 and $1.25.
Fine English Henriettas, a yard and a quarter
wide, for 50c.—a bargain.

Good Suits and Overcoats for Little Boys, 2i
to 12 years, $2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4, 5, 6.
Good Suits for Big Boys, 13 to 18 years, at
$5, 6, 7, 8 and 10.
Men’s Flegant Suits and Overcoats at $6, 7,
7.50 and 8.
Men’s All-Wool Suits and Overcoats at $8.50,
10, 12, 14, 15, 16.
More goods than all other stores in Potts
town combined—a daylight store. Depend
upon saving $3.00 on every $10 you spend.
g^p=> Send us your name and address and
we will mail you tree our. Fall and Winter
Fashion Be view.

111 4 S &

New Side Baud Cloths.
It

New Cloths in beautiful combinations of color
ings in Stripes and Plaids.

-4

YANKEE

A r t h u r 's
_c o u n t .
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AGENTS WANTED
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THOUSANDS or OOLLAR3
4&aU £A iM x*.rû*,

J

New Double Width Cashmeres, worth 25c.;
at 22J^c.
Elegant Styles in New Dress Ginghams and
Sateens.

3oÇ

JUxXAj

New Shades in American Cashmeres. Pure
Wool Filling, at 10c.

M. ZIMMERMAN,
Near Gollegeville, Pa.,
— DEA LER IN —

New Choice Cloths for Spring Jackets in
Colors and Blacks.
We have the best and finest line of JERSEY
COATS, for the prices, to be found in America.
We had them made to order by a leading manu
facturer, who makes both the cloth and the gar
ments, and sells them to only large dealers and
manufacturers.
Bottom Prices for Sheetings, Table Linens,
Tickings and Towelings.

H o w a rd L eopold,

PO TTSTO W N, PA .
CALESMEN W A N TED !

The Largest Clothiers in the Interior of
Pennsylvania,
141 & 143 High Street, - Pottstown, Pa.
THK COLLBGEYIkLH

W m.J. THOMPSON,

Meat & Provision Store

—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

A Full Line o f
,Fresh and Smoked
IMeals always on
hand.

Hams, Shoulders and Dried Beef by the piece or
chipped, and Bologna.
Fresh Vegeta
To canvass for the sale of Nursery Stock I
V e g e ta b le s In S e a s o n .
Steady employment guaranteed. Salary and Ex
bles in season.
Pure milk delivered every morning to resi penses paid to successful men. Apply at once
Give me a call.
dents of Gollegeville and vicinity. Butter and stating age. Mention this paper.
CHASE BROTHERS COMPANY,
cheese delivered Wednesday aud Saturday morn
J. WESLEY U0TWALS.
SoctSm
Rochester,
N.
Y.
ings.
13sep3m

Hill, Butter, Cotta® t a , fc

S !i

BEEF,=
VFAE =
=MUTT0N,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA,

1
M atrim ony.
Saturday, November 30, at the par
sonage, Rev. J. H. Hendricks of this
place united in matrimonial bonds Mr.
Urias K. Bean, of Worcester, and Miss
Amanda A., daughter of Mr. Jacob
Ruth of Skippack, both of Montgom
ery’ county.

Shooting M atch.
There was a shooting match for tur
keys and ducks at Areola on Thanks
giving day. The event was enjoyed
by quite a number of local sportsmen,
and whilst the proportion of glass balls
broken to the number of shots fired
might have been more satisfactory’,
some good marksmanship was dis
played.

S w avely Again.
centering on roast turkey. Probably DUBLIC SALE OF
DUBLIC SALE OF
Not the tramp “ Swavely” known so the most commendable part of the pro
well abou here, for he’s over at thebig gram was the music by a choir of ex
T h u rsd ay , D ecem ber 5, i8Pg.
house.
rs. Annie Speilman has made cellent voices, led by J. P. Koons. The
application to open a judgement obtain ball was appropriately decorated and
Will be sold at public sale on SATURDAY.
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
ed from her by Dr. S. B. Swavely and presented an imposing scene. The DEC. 13, ’89, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, DECEMBER 14, ’89, on the premises in Norri:M8:—81.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
20 head of fresh cows and springers from tòn township, Montgomery county, Pa., front
entered in Berks county. She alleges supper was a sumptuous one, the bill
Lebanon and Lancaster counties. This ing on the Germantown Pike about mile be
that the bond upon which the judgment of-fare being complete. The last on A i in™in.is excellent stock, selected with care. low Fairview Village, and about 2 miles from
77us paper has a larger circulation
was entered was obtained Irom her the program was the dance which be Sale to commence at 2 o’clock. Conditions by Hartranft Station, 8. C. R. R., the following de
scribed real estate of Charles Weinrich : A lot
W. FISHER.
when she was a patient in the doctor’s gan with the “ wee small” hours. Prof. J - C- Fettcrolf, auct. C.SILAS
F orestry Meeting.
■<this section o f the county than any
of 3 acres more or less situated in the township
U. Bean, clerk.
Miller’s orchestra, of Pottstown, furn
office;
that
not
being
able
to
read
she
aforesaid, bounded bv land of Samuel
■her paper published. As an adverA meeting of the Montgomery
jg| B8 Gouldy •and
nJ *Gl
J ”K
T/\Hti»4/\n H
ifAAitMjM
ished
the
music
and
four
sets
joined
in
Old
¡Norriton
Meeting
did
not
know
what
she
was
signing.
Bridge
Ju
ry
.
i m i House. This lot Is in a high state of
ising medium the “ Independent” ranks County Branch of the Pennsylvania
the grand march. The dancing through DUBLIC SALE OF
ile i
The
judgement
is
for
$137,
and
she
leultivation. The improvements are :—
William B. Rambo, William Stabler,
out was spirited, and was- not in the
vmong the most desirable papers, having Forestry Association will be held in
2)4 story stoDe house, 28x18 feet; cellar and
Industrial Hall, Schwenksville, on Fri and Charles Paist, of Montgomery claims that she does not owe him more least lacking in gracefulness. German
cellar
kitchen
nnder the whole ; 2 rooms on
than $50.
a large and steadily increasing circula day evening, Dec. 6, at 7.30 o’clock.
county, and Horace A. Beale, John Y.
first floor, 3 rooms on second floor and attic.
town
and
Evansburg
deserve
special
Hon in various localities throughout the Prominent speakers will address the Latta and John N. Chalfast, of Chester
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, DE Frame barn 40x17 ft., 16 ft. to .Square ; stabling
mention for excellence in dancing.
P assed A w ay.
CEMBER 9,1889, at Reiff’s hotel, Ironbridge, for 2 horses. Frame carriage house 16x15 ft.;
county.
meeting.
county, visited Pottstown Friday as
W it n e s s .
-n^nj^a car load of fresh cows and calves, and new pig sty, and all the necessary outbuildings.
viewers appointed by the courts of the
Robert Moyer died at his residence,
a lot of bulls and heifers. This is a lot Two wells of neverfalling water and an abund
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
two counties, to report upon the ques this place, Sunday morning, aged 59 For the Independent.
• “ “ "■of fjne live stock. Sale at 2 o’clock. ance of fruit trees. This property is well worth
L
u
th
eran
Lyceum
.
lisher to make the “Independent” one o f
the attention of anyone. Especially very suit
Conditions by
tion of declaring the Schuylkill bridge
able for a butcher.
Convenient to public
The regular meeting of the Lyceum at Pottstown free of toll. The viewers years. His death, after a prolonged
JOHN G. STAUFFER.
T
h
e
Old
F
arm
.
tie best local and general newspapers
schools, post office and railroad. Purchas
illness from a disease of the stomach,
of
Augustus
Lutheran
church,
Trappe,
ers
are
Invited
to
eall
and
see the property at
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
to considerable evidence and removes a loving husband, a kind par Let me but walk the fields where once I plowed J p R IY A T E SALE OF
will be held this (Thursday) evening at listened
any time. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock, p. m.
Or
drove
the
horn’d
estropet
oxen
slow,
will
agree
upon
a
report
later
on.
ent,
and
a
most
exemplary
citizen.
this end we invite correspondence from 7:30. The program which has been
Conditions on day of sale by
When a young man he came to this Or ran at eve or morn and called aloud
DANIEL U. CASSEL,
every section.
carefully prepared, promises to be
For
the
cattle
to
come
and
homeward
go
;
Agent for the owner.
country from Germany, and upon his
highly interesting and entertaining.
J.
Nelson
Wood,
auct.
28no3t
Re-elected C hairm an.
Even the sight of the old plow I used,
arrival
was
almost
penniless.
But
his
The public is cordially invited to at
Or
the
big
ox-cart
with
its
forked
tongue,
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Will
arrive
at
Smoyer’s
hotel,
Trappe,
and
be
The Democratic Standing Committee industrious habits and good character
tend.
for sale on THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12, aud AUDITOR’S NOTICE !
of Montgomery County met at the soon assisted him in getting a start in Or the team I drove or praised or abused,
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
remaiu until sold, 125 Shoats of the right kind
Would
give
me
joy
and
make
any
sad
heart
for the convenience of our readers.
Rambo House Norristown, Tuesday life. When the Perkiomen railroad
also a large lot of Turkeys, Geese and Chickens
young.
St.
Luke’s
Church,
T
rappe.
all
of which I will sell at knock-down prices.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle Station as
morning. Daniel F. Quillman was again was completed, more than twenty years
5dec2t
MURRAY MOORE.
The orchard, though stripped of its luscious
county. Estate of Isaac Wisler, late of Upper
follows :
H. T. Spangler has decided to accept elected Chairman, John S. Bergy, ago, he was elected Superintendent of
Providence
township, Montgomery county, de
fruit,
PO B P H II.A D E I.P H IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
ceased. The undersigned Auditor appointed by
the pastorate of St. Luke’s Reformed Towamencin, Vice Chairman ; William the track, which position he held with Now leafless and thinn’d with winter and wind, T )R IV A T E SALE OF
•
Milk..............................................
.6.36 a. m.
said Court to make distribution of the balance
Accommodation..........................................8.03 a.m. cburcb, Trappe, and will preach an in H. Walters, of Upper Salford, Treas out interruption to the time of his Speaks to me a language of signs that suit
remaining in the hands of John H. Wisler, trus
Market.........................................................1.10 p.m. troductory sermon on Sunday morning urer, and J. E. Dougherty, of Bryn death. For some time past be was un The story of a field that never sinned ;
tee for Tobias Wisler (now deceased) under the
A c c o m o d a t i o n ......................................... ..4.16 p . m . next, Dec. 8, at 10.30 o’clock.
will
of the said Isaac Wisler of said estate,
All the Mawr, William H. Buck, of Marlboro, able to attend to his duties , yet the Though Adam and Eve in the garden brake
Potatoes and Apples.
gives notice that he will meet all parties
FOB A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NOBTH AND WEST.
members and friends of the congrega and E. F. Kane, of Norristown, Sec Company esteemed hi worth in the The command of God, to eat the apple,
The undersigned will 6ell at private sale 250 hereby
interested, for the purpose of his appointment,
Mail............................................................. 8.03 a.m. tion are expected to be on hand to take retaries.
bushels
of
Early
Rose
and'
Burbank
Potatoes
at
past
sufficient
to
deserve
a
continued
In this orchard God gave to all to take
at his office, No. 4 West Penn Street, Norris
Accomodation............................................. 9.11 a.m.
75 cents per bushel. Lots of 10 bushels at 70 town,
Pa., on Tuesday, the 17th day of Decem
salary until his death. Deceased leaves As of His bread in the Sacred Chapel.
Market.........................................................3.20 p.m. part in the renewal of church activity
cents. Also 80 barrels of Winter Apples, the ber, 1889,
at 10 o’clock, a. m., when and where
a wife and six children, who have the Could I but behold one heap of the stones
Accommodation......................................... 6.47 p.m. under his leadership.
D row ned.
leading varieties, at $2.75 per barrel.
said parties are requested to attend.
HUNSICKER
&
WILLIAMS,
sympathy
of
all
their
neighbors
and
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
EDWARD E. LONG, Auditor.
George E. Reid, aged about 6 years, friends in their season of bereavement. We threw together in the spring-time sun,
(12-5)
Rahn Station, Pa. 28no3t
Milk.............................................................6.36 a.m.
Though then they almost broke my back and Ironbridge P. O.
E lected C hairm an.
a son of Matthew and Mary Reed, of The
Accomodation.....................
4.87 p. m.
bones,
funeral will be held to-day (Thurs
NOBTH.
West Conshobocken, was accidentally
^O T IC E TO GUNNERS !
DUBLIC SALE OF VALUABLE
Accommodation..........................................9.44 a.m. The Republican County Committee drowned lasb Saturday evening by fall day) at 10 o’clock. Interment at Luth I could pick them now as pearls, every one !
Place them as jewels on the mantle-piece,
Milk............................................................. 6.48 p.m. met at Norristown Monday morning
eran
cemetery,
Trappe.
Undertaker
1
PERSONAL
PROPERTY
1
The undersigned hereby give notice that all
for the purpose of reorganizing. James ing into a well in an out-kitchen at his Shuler will have charge of the remains. Prize them as Gems from the Orient Zon^s,
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, DE gunners and sportsmen in quest of any kind of
CEMBER 16,1889, on the premises of the late game, are forbidden to trespass upon their
B. Holland, Esq.,of Consbohockeu, was parents residence. I t is supposed that
Show them to ray home and all its increase—
Getty, deceased, in Lower Providence town premises :
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks unanimously elected Chairman. W. S. the boy, while in quest of bis mother,
Elizabeth, wife of Abraham Bechtel, And preach to the youths these sermons in stones; John
ship, Montg. Co., all the personal effects of said
John I Bechtel,
stepped out, and without noticing that died
Upper Providence.
Pile
them
in
play
houses,
parted
in
rooms,
Jennings,
Esq.,
of
Norristown
and
B.
at her residence near Black Rock,
decedent, consisting of 3 very fine horses, one is
B. F. Garber,
F rom Abroad.
the
well
was
uncovered
he
walked
into
As
we
used
to
at
school,
we
girls
and
boys,
an
excellent
leader
;
Z
cows,
15
hogs
Witman Dambly, of Skippack, were
A. Buckwalter,
this township, Wednesday evening of
and shoats, 60 pair of chickens, carri
Irwin Weikel,
similarly elected Secretaries, and Henry the death trap. When the mother re last week, aged 71 years. She leaves a Pitch them as balls in defiance of brooms
—Snow I
ages,
farm
wagons,
machinery,
imple
Susanna Garber,
R. Brown, Esq., was continued as turned she missed the boy, and after husband and two children, John I. And hold them as precious as Heaven-sent toys!
ments, harness, 20 tons of timothy hay,
Enos Yocum,
searching through the the house and Bechtel, who resides on the Bechtel And if these brutes and trees and senseless 1000 sheaves
—Plenty of snow will mean plenty Treasurer.
of fodder,250 bushels corn, 200 bus.
Mrs. Fannie Detwiler,
immediate neighborhood without avail farm, and Mrs. A. C. Landes, of
of oats, potatoes ; household goods in great va
stones,
of sleighing.
Isaiah Moyer,
riety. Dairy fixtures. For particulars see post
Jac >b Weidenbach,
she
thought
of
the
uncovered
well.
This
Dumb
mouths,
could
60
thrill
me
with
emotion,
Yerkes
Station.
The
funeral
was
held
More
About
Bruin.
ers.
Sale
to
commence
at
12.30
o’clock,
p.
m.
Wm. Prizer,
—And plenty of sleighing is better
was searched and in about twenty
So, like as a lorn lazy streamlet drones
sharp.
PHILIP S. GETTY,
Chas. Hiltebeitel,
than plenty of mud.
Those who read the story about the minutes the body of the little fellow Tuesday forenoon and was largely at Beside the rage of the mighty ocean,
8. R. 8hupe, auct.
Administrator.
John
McFarland,
tended by the numerous friends and Are they, to echoes from the dear old lips
B. F. Whitby, cleik.
5dec
black bear last week will be interested was brought to the surface.
E. Buckwalter,
—Our fall poet aud the goose bone to
relatives
of
the
deceased.
Interment
J. M. Zimmerman,
know that the animal has been taken
That taught me first to lisp my name, and talk !
agree in predicting lots of the “ beauti into captivity again. None other than
Geo. W. Pennapacker,
was made at the Mennonite cemetery, Oh, father, mother, here your son worships
kUBLIC
SALE
OF
John
Poley,
ful.”
L ive Stock A ssociation Meeting. near Yerkes.
The very paths which you were wont to walk.
Ex-’Squire Rambo was the captor—he
David G. Tyson,
Jacob Miller,
And brother and sister : you who later
The yearly meeting of the Upper
threw the lasso and conquered the bear
—There now, that finishes it.
Henry Zimmerman,
Olevia Bowers, daughter of John Kept still in the name the cherished old home,
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
on Pruss Hill the latter part of last Providence Live Stock Insurance As
Mrs. Jacob Garber,
—Their lives and moves at Pottstown week. He escorted bruin to Betzwood sociation was held at Gross’ hotel, this Bowers, died of typhoid fever at her Sad was your parting ; but the Creator
M.
B. Custer,
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
an old man who claims to have attend and secured a reward. That bear caus place, last Monday, December 2, ’89. father’s residence near Black Rock Writes our doom alike in the sacred tome.
Wm. Amos,
JANUARY 2,1890, on the farm of S. N. Wil
M. R. Schrack,
liams, dec’d, ]4 mile south of Montgomery
ed 4,000 funerals. That man knows ed no little excitement.
In the forenoon the officials wound up tunnel, Sunday morning last, aged 21 Beginning and ending—the same to all ;
M. B. Schrack,
County Almshouse, the following described per
something about free feasting, we’ll
the business affairs for the year just years. The funeral will be held to-day Joy and sorrow, hopes and fears are our dow’rs ; sonal
John C. Robison,
property : 5 head of Horses. No. 1, dark
(Thursday)
at
10
a.
m.
Interment
at
And
men
like
the
leaves
have
their
time
to
fall
:
wager.
A. D. Wagner,
closed and then directed their atten
bay, 7 years old ; No. 2, light bay, 7 years old ;
A nother Fox in Tow n.
Abraham Weikel,
No. 3, Dun, 12 years old ; No. 5, bay colt, com
tion to matters gastronomical, enjoying Zion’s Lutheran cemetery, Chester The fate of our fathers will soon be ours.
John
H. Casselberry,
—Isaac B. Kulp and wife, of Perkiing 2 years old, broken to single and double
county. The father of the deceased,
—G. N. C.
A fox was shot by a roaming hunter
Davis Raudenbush,
harness ; No. 5, bay colt, coming 1 year old. 15
omen, have made an assignment of on the Areola hills last Thursday. the extensive dinner specially prepared and two of his other children are suf
Samuel Longstreth,
for their benefit. In the afternoon a
good dairy cows, half of them will be in profit
their real estate ant) personal property Neighbor Scheuren, the barber, hap number
H. H. Stierly,
fering from the same disease and are
by day of sale ; balance of them springers.
of
the
members
of
the
Associ
Anthony
Poley,
Philadelphia
Markets.
to Samuel Longaker for the benefit of pened to be in that vicinity at the ation were present and the election of reported to be in a critical condition.
Farming implements, consisting of farm wagon
Henry
Wismer,
with bed and hay ladders, narrow-wheel cart,
creditors.
This
is
a
sad
announcement,
indeed.
Philadelphia, Nov. 30,1889.
time, and secured the gunner’s prize. officers for the ensuing year resulted
David Allebach,
covered milk wagon, buggy, sulky, milk sled,
Isaiah Reiff,
Lower Providence.
teÉM nearly new ; reaper and binder in
—A new camp of the P. O. S. of A. When taxerdermist Joseph Stone com as follows : President, John D. Saylor;
FLO UR AND M EAL.
John Reiff,
good order, Osborne mowing st-m f
was organized at Centre Point last pletes the job in hand Mr. Scheuren Secretary, John Wanner ; Treasurer,
F.
R.
Deeds,
A t th e Big House.
machine, Dood’s self-dumpMinnesota clear,
$3 50 to 4 12
will further adorn his shaving parlor Horace Priest ; Board of Managers,
Isaac Z. Reiner,
evening.
- ing horse rake, plank roller, nearly
Pennsylvania family
4 00 to4 25
Aaron Fry,
new
;
2
Syracuse
plows, one Iron aud one wood
with the attractive form of the deceased B. F. Garber, J. W. S. Gross, Jesse
The Directors of the Poor discharged Patent and other high grades
4 85 to 5 25
D. H. Casselberry,
; 2 drag harrows, 2 cultivators, one Iron—An infant child of Enos Griffith, Reynard. 3 00 to 3 15 beam
Stierley, and Abraham Edleman. The the routine business in hand at the De Rye flour, - Calvin Burley,
age and one Planet, Jr.; Bell City feed cutter,
Feed,
$12
50
to
$13
50
per
ton.
of Pbcenixville, died Monday, it is
cember
meeting
last
Monday.
Director
Harry
Warren,
amount of insurance carried at present
comsheller, grindstone, wheelbarrow, 2 sets of
E. Burk,
supposed from eating canned corn pre
stage harness, 2 sets lead harness, set milk har
by this well managed Association ag Lowry was in good spirits despite the
T aken Sick A w ay from H om e.
Felix F. Highley,
ness, set cart harness, 2 sets heavy fly straps,
pared by a new process involving the
gregates $56,000 00. During the year result of the recent election. He knows Wheat—red,
Isaac Mester,
blind and headhalters, collars, <fec., single and
72 to 87
Last Saturday Mr. John Shaffer, of past 7 horses, 14 cows and 8 swine that he has performed his public duties Corn
use of salacylic acid.
J. H. Landes,
double Hues, forks, rakes, shovels, &c., double
39 to 43
A. H. Harley,
Yerkes, while on a visit, with his wife,
faithfully—machine poetry to the-con- Oats
harpoon hay hook and blocks, good rope long
26 to 29
—Good apples are selling readily at to relatives in Chester county, was were paid for.
D. G. Landis,
Perkiomen.
enough for any barn. Household Goods and
trary for all—and with a clean con
John B. Landis,
P R O V ISIO N S.
Dairy Fixtures : 17 milk cans, 20 and 30 quarts;
$2.75 per barrel; potatoes, 65 cents per suddenly stricken with what the at
science
he
is
ready
to
relinquish
his
Abraham
Rawn,
Jr.,
milk
buckets
and
strainer,
walnut
book-case
bushel.
An Im p o rtan t Meeting.
Mess Pork, tending physician termed paralysis of
William Rahn,
11 00 to 13 50
post. Directors Wright and Johnson Mess
and desk, corner cupboard, Morning Light par
Beef, - ~
7 00 to 8 50
Ed. D. Simpson,
Limerick.
lor stove, 1 wood stove, tables, chairs, bed
the
heart.
He
was
properly
cared
for
An
important
meeting
of
the
Perkiappeared to be in a very happy frame Beef Hams, . . . .
—Turkeys retailed at from 18 to 20
13 00 to 13 50
steads, &c.; 1 large Iron kettle, one small one,
to
cents per pound, at Norristown, last at Spring City. After lying in a coma omen Yalley Building and Loan As of mind, particularly the gentleman Smoked hams, per pound, 13
10)4
barrel of vinegar, 800 bushels of corn, 25 bushels
tose state for about 24 hours he re sociation convened in Gross’ hall, this from the upper end. We couldn’t de Shoulders, - - . _ 5 to
rye, cornfodder by the bundle, bay by the ton,
week.
. . . . .
6 to
13
acres of wheat in the ground. 2 shoats,
gained consciousness about as quickly, place, Monday evening. A large num termine exactly whether Mr. Ross, the Lard,
Butter,
. . . .
17 to 35 chickens, turkeys and Pekin ducks by the lb.
- —The proposed new railroad from it is said, as he lost it, and to the joy ber of the members having expressed clerk, was happy or not. Now and Eggs, -18 to 87 Good watch dog. Sale to commence at 12
Mont Clare to Allentown, via. Trappe of his friends was able to be brought ti desire to withdraw from the Associ then a shadow seemed to creep over
o’clock, M. Conditions, 90 days on all sums Fall & Winter
CATTLE.
over $20.
and B»yertown, is arousing consider home in his carriage Monday evening. ation, the meeting was called for the bis angelic countenance, but this may
W. C. WILLIAMS.
- 1 $25 00 to $45 00
purpose of either deciding to adopt have been imaginary to a looker-on. Milch Cows,
able interest along the route mentioned.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. H. Priest, clerk. 12-5
Beef
Cattle,
extra,
per
pound,
4)4
to
4K
some plan of winding up its affairs or One of the inmates sent in a petition,
“
good,
“ N ew P o stm aster,
4)4 to i%
—Some one estimates that getting
if
to effect some arrangements whereby praying the Directors to order a poul
“
common “
3 to
3% DUBLIC SALE OF
born costs the people of the United
J. W. Culbert, druggist, received its business could be continued. The try Christmas dinner for the benefit of Calves, - - - - to
- ' .
. *.
States $225,000,000 annually; getting notice from Washington the latter part difficulty to be met was occasioned by the paupers. One of the Directors Sheep,
to
1889—1890.
sh
Lambs, to
married, $300,000,000; getting buried, of last week of his appointment as the seare prevalent some time ago in dissented and up to this time we have Hogs,
to
$75,000,000.
postmaster for Collegeville, and the relation to Kansas mortgages, the As not ascertained the conclusion, if any,
HAT.
—The belching of “Vesuvius” in last gentleman is receiving the congratula sociation being interested to the extent reached by the other two. The prayer
AND I HAVE TO O FFER MY PATRONS A FULL
Will be sold at public sale, by the under
Average prices for the week ending Nov. 30,
V ARIETY OF FASHIONABLE
signed, on THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, ’89, on
week’s North Wales Record, must have tions of his friends. ^He will assume of about $20,000. After a free ex was written by James Clemens, who 1889 :
the premises, In Limerick township, on a public
nigh suffocated and roasted “ Ergo,” bis duties as postmaster about the first change of views on the part of the like most other mortals, won’t throw a Prime Timothy,
70 to 80 $ 100 lbs. road one mile east of Limerick Square, a farm
the notorious Norristown correspon of the new y’ear. Until then the affairs officials and of the more prominent chicken dinner over his shoulders. Mr. Mixed, 60 to 70
“
containing about 49 acres of excellent land,
of
Uncle
Sam
at
this
place
will
con
members,
it
was
unanimously
decided
to
Young,
County
Treasurer
and
pros
Straw,
85 to 95
“
bounded by lands of Jerlah Saylor, John Dickley Throughout the season continual purchases of
dent. Rather bitter medicine for
tinue in the bands of the present effi continue the Association. The explan pective candidate for Congress, also
and others. The improvements consist of a two“Ergo.”
New Styles will be made so that you al
story stone house having 7 rooms ; a good cave,
cient postmaster, G. W. Yost. The ations made by F. G. Hobson, Esq., dined at the big house Monday and,
ways will find my assortment com
and
a
neverfalling
well
of
water
near
the
house.
TO
plete, embracing all the styles
FARMERS
AND
—Mrs. Brown. “ Keep still, Willie. change to be made is doubtless due to seemed to have explained, and when it unlike one of the other officials, he
New Swiss barn, 42x60 feet, stabling for 15
most attractive.
STOCK OWNERS. cows and 5 horses ; wagon house under same
I don't make such a fuss over having political considerations. Our druggist was shown that the Kansas mortgages didn’t expect a turkey dinner. Give
Remember,
“
A
j
_
roof
;
carriage
house,
two-story
pig
sty.
belongs
to
the
party
that
elected
Mr.
my hair brushed.”
were secure investments those who Mr. Young plenty of creamery butter If your HORSES are not in good condition, or l . i - . H chicken house, &e. The buildings have beauty to the face.”pretty bonnet adds grace and
Willie Brown. Neither would I, ma, Harrison, President, and if to the “ vic had intended to withdraw experi and a chance to go to Congress and he
U H f t t l l been built within the past two years
your COWS are lessening their supply of
I hereby return thanks for past patronage,
tors belong the spoils,” Doc. is eutitled enced a feeling of relief and deter will be able to get along without tur
if I was handling the brush.”—Puck.
are complete in every respect. The
milk,
get
a
package
of
land
is in an excellent state of cultivation and hoping to merit a continuance of the same.
to a share of the spoils.
mined to stand by the Association for key. Mr. Young didn’t dampen bis
very productive. There is a large variety of
Come and examine the new styles.
—A meeting of Pomona Grange,
an indefinite period, and pledged anew handkerchief with tears of sorrow when ti
»if fruit trees in prime of bearing on the premises,
Patrons of Husbandry, this county,
Stamping and fancy work done to order.
their faith in its stability. We refer he learned the result of the recent
and about one-half acre of woodland. A stream
T urkey Day.
Pupils taken at all times.
will hold a meeting in the Keystone
of water passes through the farm ; water in all
with pleasure to the result of the meet election. He felt a trifle sad at the
Condition
Powder
the fields except one. This Is a desirable farm
Grange hall, near Trappe, to-day.
Last Thursday was Thanksgiving or ing.
Flora Lachman,
Convention but after the storm early
In many respects, and well deserves the atten
tion of anyone wishing a good farm and a good 26sepin November, he saw the clouds roll
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
—H. P. Beerer, lessee, has purchased Turkey-day. Those who dined on
$3,000 can remain in the premises, if
by, and somebody else sat upon. At W. P. FENTON’S STORE. home.
Jottings F ro m U rsinus.
the Farmers and Mechanics Hotel, chicken managed to worry along with
desired.
------present there are 230 inmates at the
Main street, Norristown, of its owner out turkey, and those who didn’t feast
Also at the same time will be sold the follow AA
aa
28no3t
Last
Thursday
being
Thanksgiving
on
poultry
of
any
kind
were
thankful,
Almshouse,
50
having
been
admitted
ing
Personal
Property
: 9 Horses. No. 1, is a
Robert N. Keely, of Philadelphia.
' t
black mare coming six years old, sound and
of course, that they bad something to day, a great many of the students during November. During the same
gentle, a good worker and driver. No.
—Ex Recorder of Deeds Henry W. eat. Nevertheless, turkey ruled. The spent that day at their homes, and did month John Strohl, aged 76, and
2, is a colt coming 2 years old. 11
P
u
b
lic
A
u
c
tio
n
Kratz, of Norristown, has been re-ap- day was observed as a holiday by a not return until Monday.
cows, some fresh, two having calves,
Henry Hanfeld, aged 84, died in the
the
balance springers ; 1000 sheaves of'
pointed representative of the Mont number of folks about town. Those
institution. Stock on farm ; 25 milk
The undersigned would respectfully inform his
Last
Friday
President
Bomberger
cornfodder
; 1200 sheaves of oats ; 800 sheaves
friends and the public in general, that he
gomery, Berks and Chester Agricul who attended the Union Thanksgiving
cows,
7
horses,
2
mules,
5
fat
steers,
of rye, corn by the bushel ; phaeton carriage
attended
the
annual
meeting
of
the
has located in C o l l e g e v i l l e in the
tural and Horticultural Society, of services in Trinity church listened to a
41
hogs,
3
yoke
of
oken.
two-seated
express
sleigh,
new
;
lot
wagon,
hay
ladders, 15 milk cans—20 and 30 qts., aDd other
Pottstown, in the State Board of Agri thoughtful and practical sermon by College Association, which was held at
articles not here stated. Sale at 1 o’clock. Con
culture.
Rev. II. W. Super, D. D., who referred the University of Pennsylvania. He
ditions by
F
ro
m
Ironbridge.
took
an
active
part
in
the
work
of
the
JOSEPH T. MILLER.
—Rev. Charles Collins, of Phila., to important matters of State and Association, especially when they were
W IT H A SPL EN D ID VAKIETY OP TH E
John G. Fetterolf, auct.
12-5
will deliver a memorial discourse on Church and defined the duties to be under the discussion of pedagogics. In
A SUCCESSFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
LATEST STYLES IN
discharged
by
true
citizens.
the life of the late Gen. John F. Harthis address on this subject he referred
The
entertainment
by
the
Golden
R
RENT
1
Attractive and Serviceable Goods.
ranft, on Sabbath morning, Dec. 15th,
to the “educational system as devel Eagles at Ironbridge on Thanksgiving
M eeting of th e Y. P. S. L . S.
at 10 o’clock in the Worcester SchwenkPerkiomen Bridge,
oping educators in every sphere of evening was an entire success, as all
A part of a house In Collegeville ; three
felder cburcb.
life.” There were represented at this who were present will agree. At least
floors, one room on each floor ; half of garden
JgÜf*“ Foreign and Domestic Novelties !
BETTER TO LOVE THAN NOT TO LOVE.
$4
per
month. Apply at
convention most of the principal col-, 500 people were in attendance,, among
—Nothing is too vulgar for vulgar
5dec.
THIS OFFICE.
leges
of
the
East.
The
Young
People’s
Social
Literary
minds to feast upon, and vulgar speech
whom were parties from Philadelphia,
is 6urely not an evidence of good Society met in Kern’s School House,
Last Sunday Prof. Peters gave his Norristown, Germantown, and other D ry Goods, Notions, Hardware, QueensAll garments guaranteed to fit. Your patronOR RENT 1
Age solicited.
breeding. The education that tolerates last Friday evening. The program, as last Bible Talk for this term. His places. Dr. Pettz, of Philadelphia, in
ware, Boots and Shoes, and a
an appetite for indecent speech must follows, was well presented : Declama theme was, “ Holiness in Life.”
a few appropriate remarks explained
A fertile farm of 40 acres, one mile east of
DAVID RITCHIE,
tion, Henry Rittenhouse ; Select Read
Collegeville. For particulars call on the under
l>e at fault somewhere.
the workings of the order, applauding
Large
Variety
o
f
signed owner, residing thereon.
The next and last entertainment secret organizations in general. “ Peo
ing, S. E. Daub ; Asking and answer
Sloe3m
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
5dec.
HENRY FRY.
ing referred questions ; Reading ; Dis scheduled for this term is the nine ple who know nothing of secret organi
Personal.
cussion : “ Resolved, that it is better teenth anniversary of the Schaff Liter
OR SALE !
A PPLES FOR SALE
C. Tyson Kratz, Esq., of Norris to have loved and lost than never to ary Society, which will be held in zations may have peculiar ideas re
NOT SPECIFIED.
town, was in town Monday evening, at have loved at all.” After some lively Trinity church on Thursday evening, garding them. I t is a surprise to some
to
iearn
that
the
Bible
is
used
in
our
A brick residence in Collegeville. Apply to
tending the special meeting of the P. remarks on both sides the Judges_ December 10.
Sale to commence at 1 and 7 o’clock, p. m.
A large lot of choice apples, different va
meetings. The order everywhere is
26sp
H. M. HALTEMAN, Collegeville, Pa.
rieties, in quantities to suit purchasers. Apply
V. B. & L. Association.
Jesse Ziegler, Nathaniel Moyer and
Mrs.
H.
G.
S
C
H
W
E
N
K
.
increasing.”
Ironbridge
Castle
was
Dr. Bamberger supplied the pulpit
to
J. R. DORWORTH, Trappe, Pa.
Mr. A. W. Shunk, of the Surgeon Miss Ada Rogers—decided in favor of for Rev. Yost, at Pboenixville, last instituted about four years ago and L. H. Ingram, auctioneer.
General’s office, Washington, D. C-, the affirmative. Adjourned to meet Sunday,
now has 115 members. The Doctor is
PO R RENT !
was visiting his parents at Oaks Sta December 13, when the following pro
a forcible speaker and concluded amidst
Walter
Bomberger,
*87,
at
present
a
PO
R
SALE
1
tion and his friends about here, on gram will be observed ! Declamations,
a din of applause. Mr. Porter, of
A house and lot near Black Rock, Upper
Willie Johnson and David Ritten student in the medical department of Philadelphia, rendered a humorous ad
Thanksgiving day.
Providence township. Possession given at any
the University of Pennsylvania, spent dress, personating a negro—subject,
A fine brick residence in Collegeville, best
time. Apply to
house
;
Select
Readings,
Miss
Lillie
P H I L A D E L P H I A , F A . Ease a t once, no operation
W. F. Hallman, Esq , and wife, of Johnson and Jacob Markley ; Essay, Sunday with friends in the village and
location, everything in best repair. Apply to
or loss of time from business. Cases pronounced in*
ISRAEL PLACE,
curable by others wanted.
Sena for Circular.
“Apple”—which was well received, as
25jyF. G. HOBSON.
7no3*
Yerkes P. O., Pa.
Skippack, were the guests of L. B. Jesse Ziegler. The question for de at the college.
CURE GUARANTEED. o m Ä L S s t U
was also bis able presentation of Clar
Wi8mer and family, this place, last bate will be : “ Which exercises the
The senior orations for this week ence’s dream from Richard III. Mr.
Sunday. Years ago Mr. Wismer was greater influence on civilization aDd
UJAGGIE MACGREGOR,
were : “A man is known by his com Porter enjoys an enviable local reputa
OR SALE
a clerk in Mr. Hallman’s store.
MRS. S. L. PUGH,
the happiness of the human race, the panions,” by A. H. Eberly ; / ‘Spartan tion and we may hear of him later. A.
D R E S S M A K E R ,
Mr. I. p. Rhoades, of Trappe, is male or female mind.” Chief disput Patriotism,” by C. H. Slinghoff ; and J. Hennings, of Norristown, who was
A bay horse, 12 years old ; works anywhere,
TRAPPE, PA.,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
about to engage in the business of ants : Isaac Ziegler and Charles Gar “ Progress in the Mechanical Arts,” by supposed to be the funny man of the a woman can drive him. Will be sold cheap.
Apply at
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making Will take work at home or can be engaged by
manufacturing brick at Pbcenixville•
ber.
P. M, Spangler,
T opton.
evening, made a few scattered remarks I 7no,
THIS OFFICE,
Ac.
21l»>
the week,
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F R E S H COWS !

R E A L ESTATE.

F R E S H COWS.

Sloats, M e js , Geese a i (M ens

FOR THE LADIES!

Millinery!,'

'

'

Beal Estate aai Personal Property. Hie Season is How Fairly D p e l!
MILLINERY

GOODS!

STAR OF THE EAST

Î

Schwenk’s Store

F°

Satnriay Aflernoon & Eveaing, Dec. 7.

F

OTHEE ARTICLES

F

F

9
MesosaassesaM#

WMirniw1Tina
J

T1U.
V M.

W. ROYER, M. D-,

Practising

PEARSON,

Department of Agriculture,

Auctioneer,

Physician,

P h o e n i x v i l .d e P. O ., Pa.
Residence : Near
TRAPPE, PA,
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly
Hall.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

UDWARD DAVID,

Physician,

E V A N SB U R G , PA

g

COLLEGEVILLE PA.

S am p les o f P a p er
Always on hand.

A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

CRATER,

Homeopathic Physician,

Paper Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLI, PA.
Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ; w i t h w. H . BLA N CHFO RD, COLLEGEVILLE,
6 to 8 p. m.
35augtf
PA. Over 1000 pieces of paper and border in
stock to select from. All the latest styles and
novelties. Come and examine the stock. 20ju
T R. UMSTAD, M. D.,

MUSIC !

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, PA.

(L

ow er

P

Office Hours—Until 8.30 a. m., 1 to 2 p.m .
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
Store.
lSsep*88

j p . B. F. PLACE,

! !

N o r r is t o w

n,

P a.

Branch Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday
and Tuesday. Gas administered.

Cheapest Dentist in Norristown.
Sw

and

O P lO - A I S r

On or after September let, ’88, by
* MAY H. ROYER, Trappe, Pa.

Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters.
1384 N. 10th St.
3816 Germantown Avenue,

O f f ic e s

Country work a specialty.
Estimates furnished.

P

h il a d e l p h ia

.

38mr

fjpiGER HOTEL,
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia.

N. S. Bonn, D. D. S„
809

P IA N O

jQAVID BROS.,

D E N T I S T
311 DeKALB STREET,

LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE

P.O.)

r o v id e n c e

First house
below Main St.

ede

St r e e t ,

This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
best accommodations for man and beast. The
bar
always supplied with the best liquors and
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.) cigars.
Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $4.50 to
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide $6.00 per week.
J. W. PLACE, Proprietor.
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
J o h n G u n t h e r , Clerk.
5aply
fd to $10. English and German spoken.
apl8

UDWARD E. LONG,

The Only Painless

D E N T IS T !

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

Dr. J. B on d W a tt.

No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.

0

AT ALDERFER’S HOTEL EVERY
FRIDAY.
35c.
( Gold...................$1.00.
FILLING: 1 All O th e r.........
(
Material. . . . 50 cts.
Teeth, $6, $8 and $10. Guaranteed to
give perfect satlsfation. All work
warranted.
N o r r i s t o w n O f f i c e , 133 W. Main St.

TYSON KRATZ,

M T P R IC E S A RE :

Attorney - at - Law,
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Philadelphia business also attended to.
R e s i d e n c e : Lower Providence Township.
12aply

EX TR A C TIN G ,

- B A R G A IN S -

A T T O R N E Y -A T -L A W ,

ALL THE TIME, IN

Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 83. Take the Elevator.
Dec.l7,lyr.

HARNESS!
BRUSHES
SOAPS,
OILS,
AXLE
GREASE,
WHIPS,
COMBS,
Blankets,
Robes,
Lap-Covers
Fly-Nets,

P. FETTEROLF,

Justice

of the

Peace

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.

J

OHN S. HUNSICKER,

All the Best Grades of Working and Driving
COLLARS, at

Justice of the Peace,

Betiiler’s, Upper ProTidence Spare.

RAHN STATION, PA.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
^^"Conveyancer and General Business Agent. prices before going out of your latitude to make
your
purchases. I3F” Repairing attended to
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
promptly. The best material used.
able.
'
27janJ3F"Headlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.

J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.

M u G. Detwiler.

(% mile north of Trappe.)

Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
mall will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.

I I

B A R N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.

True, costs may overrun estimates,
but notwithstanding this, we still figure
as to barns and houses, knowing that
such calculations cannot go far wrong.
But figuring as to barns and houses is
old, as to roads new, and certain citi
zens who guess that the cost of repair
of the roads of their respective town
ships is but $20 when it is really $40,
easily conclude that an estimate as to
the cost of a macadam road is specula
tion.
An estimate upon accurate data is
often a revelation to me, disturbing
some of my very precious and even
selfish and timid notions. Some esti
mates, true as they may be, grate so
harshly against the wish that is father
to my thought that I long to destroy
them with a fiery eloquence if possible
equal to the noise and flash and pomp
with which on summer nights pictur
esque Babylons fall and “ Pompeis”
are destroyed at seaside places.
Now there are certainly 5280 lineal
feet in a mile ; certainly 24f cubic feet
in a perch. The returns of County
Commissioners are certainly reliable as
to aggregate assessments. A two-mill
rate is as apt to be below as above an
average, and 20 as tbe mileage per
township is as apt to be over as under
the average. Inasmuch as I have per
sonal knowledge of a stone road built
twenty years ago that during 12 years
did not cost for repair that many dol
lars, I feel that twenty dollars per mile
will maintain a good macadam road.
As to thickness : I quote from the
knowledge of men versed in road struc
ture. As to the cost of crushing, I
quote from the statements of three
parties that now own and now ran
three crushers. As to the sum paid
for and tbe capacity of crushers, I
have authority from two parties that
bought crushers and use them, and so
on.

W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.

Practical Slater I

CHAS. H. DETWILER,

Veterinary Surgeon & Dentist

.

— A FU L L L IN E OF ALL K IN D S OF—

H O RSE

GOODS,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
&c. A full stock of collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
37janyl

TRAPPE

(G RAD U ATE OF T H E ONTARIO VETERINA RY
COLLEGE, TORONTO, CANADA.)

Harness Store !
A FU LL STOCK OF

f t HARNESS
— AND—

11181

H o rse G o o d s
Always on hand.

New Harness of every description made to or
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter
what you may want in the line of harness or
horse goods in general, I can furnish you with
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,
&c., &c.

Repairing of Whatever Description

Dentistry a Specialty.
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue
lolling, drawing on one rein, frothing at the
mouth, discharge from the nose and eyes, ab
normal growths, &c.
Diseases of all Domesticated Animals treated.
Particular attention given to Lame Horses.
Lame Horses will be treated at the Infirmary if
persons desire. Castration of Horses and Colts.
Special attention given to Surgical Operations.
A first-class supply of Medicine always on hand.
Telephone, Collegeville Exchange No. 1.
Office and Infirmary at my father’s residence,
©ear R a h n ’s S t a t io n , I r q n b ju d g e P. O.

C O L L E G E V IL tE , p a .

St • M l t t t U t t t ut
•r V

- v

Dealers

------- BUY THE-

New Model Horse Power

LUM BER,

-AND THE-

Promptly and neatly done. Favor me with your
orders.

W. R. Wersler,
2maly

TRAPPE, PA.

scRA P IRON i
Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, deliv
ered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50c*. per 100 ;
stove and plow cast, 25c. per 100 ; wrought
scrap, 35c. per 100.
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
16jun
Collegeville, Pa.

S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
P IC K E T S ,

Carriage Works !

THE ADVANTAGE OF CAPITAL.

Even at all costs we want capital.
Capita] is used in business operations
for the making and saving of money.
We want it in order to span the lime
between investment and profit. Also
a heavy tax would be oppressive, es
pecially to farm owners who pay inter
est, and unjust to the tenant, whose
holding is not permanent. Beyond
this by tbe use of capital tbe best and
cheapest roads can be built, not by op
pressive taxation, but by the saving of
money now wasted.
There is a feeling against loaning
money that is prudent under some con
ditions and false under others. I, and
peihaps you, have known of farmers
baying cattle at nine months’ credit, or
machinery at a year’s credit, giving
their note to bank for the same, which
they may esteem as not borrowing,
when they could have directly and in
dividually loaned from bank and saved
a good bonus.' Tbe resources and in«

Carriages of all descriptions manufactured
within a reasonable length of time, and all
kinds of wheelwright work done promptly. Mr.
Valentine and myself, having been in the em
ploy of the former proprietor of the Carriage
Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of years,
we feel assured that we can give every patron
entire satisfaction. All kinds of repairing and
repainting and varnishing done promptly.
BSirTrices always reasonable.
SOL. E. HEAVNER.

JO SEPH ST O N E ,
CARPET

WEAVER

COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL,
(Formerly Beard House.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
sale at reasonable prices.

81
The Dwarf Junior Separator will thresh wet or damp grain in the most satisfactory manner.
To thresh wet grain has always been a difficult matter, hut we have in the Dwarf Junior entirely
overcome this difficulty. Our goods are guaranteed to do the best work. Buy no other, and you
will have what you want.
IST" As cool weather will be coming on before long, place your
order with us for a STEAM HEATER. Estimates furnished on application.

The Roberts Machine Company,

- «

a
-

C O A L.

C O AL.

I F L O T T R ,,

COLLEGEVILLE^ PA.

Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
O IF

I N T E R E S T

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L,

To Those Heeding or Wearing Glasses !

AND CAKE MEAL.

Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
The Importance o f an Examination by Town
and Country Paint,—second to none in
a Professional Optician, in order that the
proper Glasses may be prescribed, is
universally conceded. The op
portunity is here offered to
secure the advantages
— of such an-----

the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a chtiap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

ENTERPRISE

Examination Free of Charge.

MARBLE WORKS

And when we consider the harm to the sight from
improper Glasses, it is unquestionably a matter
of economy to embrace this liberal opportunity
as offered by

O ptician,
N O R R ISTO W N , PA.

Proprietor.

R0YERSF0RD, Mont. Co., Pa.
I would announce to my friends and the public,
that I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
and T o m b s t o n e s , o f Italian
American Marble or Granite, In the
finest and latest designs.

Monum ents

or

ta tri

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,

tri

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C

►a

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r i s e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
l<Low prices and fair dealings,
RESPECTFUL! Y,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

June8-ly.

Á Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N S treet
F o r S P O R T IN G G oods I N O R R IS T O W N , P a .

The Hunsicker Company,
PROPRIETORS.

-F R E S H B R E A D ,
R O L L S ,
—&c., &c.,—
Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. (Sf“Repairing and Choke Boring a specialty.

E V E R Y M ORNING.

W IL L IA M B R IG G S .
-Our Facilities for Executing-

JOB WORK
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The
Job Work done at the I n d e p e n d e n t office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

If you have anything to sell and want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—

IC E C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

^SPECIAL BARGAINS=
— AT TH E —

CO LLEG EV ILLE
\

AI

fOnitUS : fH Jiillfii!
Prices marked right down to a close margin on
manufacturers’ figures 1 If vo
want to buy a

Solid

A DV B R T I S E
—in

the

Co lu m n s

of the—

^ “PR O V ID EN CE
IN D E P E N D E N T ”^
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the I n d e 
p e n d e n t circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers.
It is read by at least 3500
people every week, and Its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously
Invested In an advertisement in its columns' will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e p e n d e n t
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous people
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.

S U B S C R IB E FOR TH E

44. F I R . O ' V I I D I E I N ' a i E
I U D E P E I T D E U T , ”

—$1.35 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on Its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The I n d e p e n d e n t
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth
every Sunday morning,
century local and general newspaper with opinions of Its own,
HBNRY YOST,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
News Agent,
Coilegeville.

CUNDAY PAPERS.

CHESTNU 7

L e h i g h and Sc hu yi k il

W H E A TB R A N

RYE F E E D !

C ED A R A ND
R A IL S.

HARTRARFT SOUSE, I0RRIST0W I, PA.

C O LLEG EV ILLE

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

Dwarf Junior Separator.

ROAD DISCUSSION.

True, conditions vary.
Because
conditions vary we should not fold our
hands and allow suffering and waste
under tbe excuse simply that conditions
vary. I t is well to remember that
there are conditions favorable and that
conditions are not altogether unfavor
able. I t is well to weigh as to whether
the unfavorable conditions are not the
exceptional.
Pennsylvania includes
valleys as well as mountains, smooth
as well as rough surfaces, and so while
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO MAKE ROOM
we may see the mote that is unfavor
able, we should have eyes also to see
tbe beam that is favorable. We may
cite unfavorable conditions from this
till midnight, and yet favorable condi
Our Own Make and Western. E x 
tions may preponderate.
cellent Grade.
But $2845 is such a large price for a
mile of road as almost to discourage
hope. Can macadam roads be built
for less ? Mr. Pope, the civil engineer
already quoted, fixes $2100 as the cost
-AND—
of a macadam 18 feet wide, and in
depth an average of 7 inches.
As crushers can readily be moved,
hauls can be shortened to crusher and
OUR O W N M AK E.
dump. Thus hauls need not be expen
sive. If one horse and cart and man
costs a township three dollars a day,
stone can be hauled a short distance
for a comparatively small sum. Thus, t S K a Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
• o f Feed.
exclusive of quarrying, I believe with
out further calculation here, a 12-foot
width, 10-inch depth track c.ould be
built for $1500. There are plenty of
stone fence rows and banks of stone
along roads that could be utilized.
—
PENNA.
While as high as fifty cents a perch is COLLEGEVILLE,
paid for quarrying stone, stone in
quarries of soft rock that I could name
COLLEGEVILLE
is quarried for fifteen cents. Or, if a
contract is made with parties to haul
stone, as high as seventy-five cents or
a dollar may be paid, but the price for
hauling per perch at township rates
and by placing the crusher close to the
work, will be surprisingly low. Thus,
I think, we come within Mr. Pope’s Sol. E. Heavner, Proprietor
estimate, which is that of a civil engi
W. D. Valentine I LESf | | £ ™ Tneer.

in

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemloc

P A 1ST B R O S .,

B. WISMER,

Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also* on hand a
large let of greystone flagging.

Gristock & Vanderslice,

I F YO U W A N T T H E B E S T

J. D. S a lla d e, P ra c tica l
Road discussion is old. Must the
( Opposite Square,)
story stop because it is old ? Stop be 16 E. M A IN S T R E E T ,
fore the purpose of its repetition is
gained ? I think not, and so thinking
would welcome the canvass of costs,
methods, economy and laws pertaining
to roads at ail farm institutes, in all
W M. C . B LA C K B U R N .
grange farm club and lyceum circles,
because such discussion involves a
ÜK ;-i¡sau i
question of peculiar moment to farmers
and one, if fruitful, of good to all peo
ple.
In later years, when we are about to
touch the borders of our lives, we will
waDt to remember having done some
thing that will continue the comfort
and happiness of our community after
we are gone. As life narrows, regret
stings tbe more. If we quibble even
across tbe way of beneficent desire, the
remembrance of it may shadow the
hour fullest of remembrance.

fica i aal Rye Waited at al Times.

Dealer In every quality of Roofiing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

T

MACADAM ROAD PAY ITS COST
EVERY TEN YEARS ?

CORN BRAN.

T P. KOONS,

P ra ctica l S la ter

A

CONDITIONS VARY.

rUGXJSTT* W. BOMBERGER,

^

W ILL

(Continued from last week. )

PAIM ER and'PAPBR-HAHQBR,

Office Honrs:—until 9. a. m., 7to 9 p. m.

FOR BETTER ROADS.

stitutions of the West have been early
developed by borrowed capital, so that
now Kansas and Nebraska, sn young
in Statehood, have as fine schools as
those of the very much older State of
Pennsylvania, and thus early an equal
capacity to earn money. Borrowing
money for road purposes is within pru
dence, because it means tbe power to
construct good roads ; means an early
completion of permanent roads, and
thus an early stop in tbe waste of
money ; means relief to tax-payers, or
light taxation ; means the surety of a
good investment early yielding its an
nual profit ; means comfort and plea
sure to all and mercy to the beast that
patiently, willingly, faithfully serves us,
and in addition to all adds to the herit
age to our children not only the sure
profit of a good investment, but an in
creased estate to the extent of twenty
or twenty-five per cent., in accordance
with the perfection of the road. Thus
it seems equally prudent with any
other common business purposes to
plead with our Legislature for the
option, by county or township, of loan
ing money to extricate us from the
bogs of winter and the sinfal waste of
money, nerves, comfort, health,strength
and I fear, religion.
There is another grant that I think
we should ask of our Legislature, and
that is that the burden of road reform
should be shared in reasonable measure
witli real estate by personal and cor
porate property. As an indication of
tbe drift of opinion in this direction, I
was glad to hear such a leading, active
citizen and legislator as General Gobin
advocate at Williams’ Grove a State
appropriation in behalf of macadam
roads.

m Oak

« Bedroom * Suite I

Antique or plain, 6 p'eces, you can get it at
Blanchford’s for $25.

Imitation Suites as low as $16»
Parlor Furniture, latest styles, to suit all tastes,
at the lowest figures.
Always in stock at Blanchford’s a COMPLETE
VARIETY of all kinds and grades of Furniture
for any room in any house. Mattresses, Bed
Springs, Bedding, Comforts, Feathers, Bolsters,
pillows, &c., &c.

R ag, Ingrain,

S tair

— AND—

BRUSSELS - CARPET
A T PHILADELPHIA PRICES.
All kinds of repairing and upholstering done
promptly at reasonable prices.
Furniture delivered free in first-class
order. Carpets sewed and put down if desired.

W. H. Blanchford.

P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office,
We bave no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents.” with refer
ences to actual cliènts in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

